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Abstract The minimal path model based on the Eikonal
partial differential equation (PDE) has served as a funda-
mental tool for the applications of image segmentation and
boundary detection in the passed three decades. However,
the existing minimal paths-based image segmentation ap-
proaches commonly rely on the image boundary features,
potentially limiting their performance in some situations.
In this paper, we introduce a new variational image seg-
mentation model based on the minimal path framework and
the Eikonal PDE, where the region-based functional that
defines the homogeneity criteria can be taken into account
for estimating the associated geodesic paths. This is done
by establishing a geodesic curve interpretation to the region-
based active contour evolution problem. The image segmen-
tation processing is carried out in an iterative manner in
our approach. A crucial ingredient in each iteration is to
construct an asymmetric Randers geodesic metric using a
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sufficiently small vector field, such that a set of geodesic
paths can be tracked from the geodesic distance map which
is the solution to an Eikonal PDE. The object boundary
can be delineated by the concatenation of the final geodesic
paths. We invoke the Finsler variant of the fast marching
method to estimate the geodesic distance map, yielding an
efficient implementation of the proposed Eikonal region-
based active contour model. Experimental results on both of
the synthetic and real images exhibit that our model indeed
achieves encouraging segmentation performance.
Keywords Region-based active contours · minimal path ·
Randers metric · image segmentation · Finsler variant of the
fast marching method · Eikonal partial differential equation
1 Introduction
Image segmentation is a crucial and fundamental task in the
applications of image analysis, computer vision and medical
imaging. Among existing approaches for image segmenta-
tion, active contour models established upon a solid theoret-
ical background provide an effective way to exploit the im-
age edge-based features and a broad variety of region-based
homogeneity measures, hence are capable of obtaining de-
sired segmentation results in various situations. The active
contour models provide a natural way to exploit continuous
curves to delineate image structures of interest. These curves
can be derived through the minimization processing of a
problem-dependent energy functional.
The original active contour model proposed by Kass
et al (1988) allows to combine the image data and the curve
regularization for boundary detection and image segmenta-
tion. Since then, a broad variety of edge-based active con-
tour models have been considered to address, for example,
the initialization and convergence problems arisen by the
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original snakes model. The classical geodesic active con-
tour model (Caselles et al, 1997; Yezzi et al, 1997) is a
geometric variant of the original snakes model. The energy
functional for these models are derived by simplifying the
energy of (Kass et al, 1988). An important merit for the new
energy invoked by (Caselles et al, 1997; Yezzi et al, 1997) is
that it is independent to the curve parameterization yielding
a geometry quantity. Kimmel and Bruckstein (2003) pro-
posed a new geometric active contour model based on the
alignment measures to take the advantages from the curve
directionality. Melonakos et al (2008) established a general
geodesic active contour functional using Finsler metrics. In
order to enlarge the capture range of the active contours,
many approaches take into account an external force defined
through a dense vector field to build the respective curve
evolution equation. Significant examples for these external
forces include the approaches derived from the Chamfer
distance (Cohen and Cohen, 1993), the dense extension of
the image gradients (Xu and Prince, 1998; Li and Acton,
2007), and the physical theorems (Jalba et al, 2004; Xie
and Mirmehdi, 2008). Paragios et al (2004) provides a way
to combine an external force based on the gradient vector
flow (Xu and Prince, 1998) and the geodesic active contours
flow, which is able to address the convergence problem in
some extent. Instead of solving the curve evolution problem
in a continuous setting, Boykov and Kolmogorov (2003)
addressed the problem of finding geodesic paths in a discrete
domain based on the graph cut theorem and the Cauchy-
Crofton formula. Mishra et al (2011) proposed an efficient
active contour model posed on prescribed graphs, where the
optimal contours are searched by the Viterbi algorithm.
On the other hand, the region-based active contour mod-
els in common differ them to the edge-based approaches by
an additional term of the homogeneity measure within each
region. A pioneering approach is the original Mumford-Shah
functional proposed by (Mumford and Shah, 1989), which
involves a similarity measure estimated from a piecewise
smooth data fitting function and a curve length regulariza-
tion term. Finding the solutions to the original Mumford-
Shah functional has motivated a series of approaches such
as (Tsai et al, 2001; Vese and Chan, 2002; Bresson et al,
2007). Basically, the Mumford-Shah functional assumes that
the image data can be approximated by a piecewise smooth
function. Such an assumption is not always reasonable espe-
cially when the gray level distributions of the target are com-
plicated. Many efforts have been dedicated to address this
problem, such as the Bayes generalizations of the Mumford-
Shah functional which exploit adequate probability density
functions to establish the region-based homogeneity crite-
ria (Zhu and Yuille, 1996; Brox and Cremers, 2009; Paragios
and Deriche, 2002) and the local cluster method (Li et al,
2011) which takes into account an external bias field to cope
with the gray level inhomogeneities. The parametric statis-
tical active contour models such as the region competition
model (Zhu and Yuille, 1996) assume that the image gray
levels admit a prescribed parameter-dependent probability
distribution in each region, where the parametric Gaussian
distributions are often utilized to define the region-based
similarity measure. The class of the nonparametric active
contour models (Ni et al, 2009; Michailovich et al, 2007)
using the probability distribution functions of the image gray
levels is able to remove the dependency on these statisti-
cal parameters. Both parametric and nonparametric mod-
els come with advantages and disadvantages and we refer
to (Cremers et al, 2007) for a more detailed review of the
statistical active contour models.
In essence, the piecewise constant active contour mod-
els (Chan and Vese, 2001; Cohen, 1997) are built upon a
simplified and practical variant of the full Mumford-Shah
functional. These variant models impose a homogeneous
prior on the image data within each region. In general, the
similarity measure used in (Chan and Vese, 2001; Cohen,
1997) is constructed via the L2-type distance between the
image gray levels and the fitting data. In contrast, the L1-
type distance estimation was taken into account in (Kimmel,
2003; Bresson et al, 2007; Jung, 2017) to define the region-
based homogeneity penalization terms. The active contour
approaches based on the pairwise similarity or dissimilar-
ity criteria (Sumengen and Manjunath, 2006; Bertelli et al,
2008; Jung et al, 2012) are capable of handling more com-
plicated segmentation situations but requiring high compu-
tation complexity to estimate the associated gradient descent
flows. Sundaramoorthi et al (2007, 2009) defined the associ-
ated gradient descent flows for curve evolution through the
Sobolev-type inner product in a infinite dimensional Rie-
mannian manifold, leading to a more robust curve evolution
scheme.
The active contour models mentioned above are not ex-
haustive, other interesting approaches include the hybrid ac-
tive contour models simultaneously integrating the region-
based homogeneity penalization and the edge-based fea-
tures (Paragios and Deriche, 2002; Kimmel and Bruckstein,
2003; Zach et al, 2009), the shape prior-based active contour
models (Cremers et al, 2002; Bresson et al, 2006), and the
multi-region/multi-label segmentation models (Dubrovina-
Karni et al, 2015; Chambolle et al, 2012; Bae and Tai, 2011;
Brox and Weickert, 2006).
1.1 Minimal Path-based Image Segmentation Models
In the basic formulation of the geodesic active contour ap-
proach (Caselles et al, 1997; Yezzi et al, 1997), the mini-
mization of the energy, which is referred to as the weighted
curve length, is implemented by the curve evolution method
relying on the gradient descent flow. Unfortunately, there is
no guarantee for this scheme to find the globally minimizing
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Fig. 1 An example for interactive image segmentation using the combination of paths model (Mille et al, 2015) and the proposed model. a The
original image with user-provided vertices indicated by red dots. The image is obtained form the Grabcut dataset (Rother et al, 2004). b The result
from the combination of paths model. c The result obtained using the proposed model
curve. In order to address this problem, Cohen and Kim-
mel (1997) introduced a new minimal path model based on
the Eikonal PDE, where a minimal geodesic path between
two prescribed points can be recovered from the respective
geodesic distance map.
Most of the existing minimal path-based image segmen-
tation models, also including the proposed one, aims to ex-
ploit geodesic paths derived from a geodesic distance map
to depict the boundaries of the target. For instances, the
saddle points detected from the geodesic distance map are
often served as landmark points to track geodesic paths,
the concatenation of which can be used to depict the ob-
ject contour (Cohen and Kimmel, 1997; Cohen, 2001; Mille
et al, 2015). Appleton and Talbot (2005) proposed a method
which can generate a closed curve that globally minimizes
the weighted curve length, providing that this optimal curve
surrounds a prescribed point. A keypoint detection method
was introduced in (Benmansour and Cohen, 2009), which
can be efficiently applied to the tasks of boundary detec-
tion and closed contour extraction. It only requires a single
source point for initialization and is able to iteratively add
new source points. In each iteration, a new keypoint can be
detected and a geodesic path linking one of the existing key-
points to the latest one can be tracked. The authors in (Chen
et al, 2017) proposed to connect a set of prescribed points of
unknown orders through the curvature-penalized geodesic
paths. These paths are tracked in an orientation-lifted space
and are derived using the image boundary features extracted
by a steerable filter.
Actually, these minimal paths-based image segmenta-
tion approaches commonly define the data-driven geodesic
metrics using boundary information such as image gradi-
ents. As a consequence, the corresponding minimal paths,
either isotropic or anisotropic, essentially fall into the image
edge-driven limitation, despite their relevant applications
for image segmentation in conjunction with region-based
homogeneity criteria, see (Mille et al, 2015; Appia and
Yezzi, 2011) for such examples. However, the minimal paths
derived from the image boundary features (e.g. image gra-
dients) sometimes may fail to depict the boundaries of the
target, especially for the cases that the target object involves
complex structures or the image gradients are not reliable.
In this paper, we propose a new minimal path model for
region-based active contours evolution and image segmenta-
tion. The corresponding geodesic metric has a Randers form
constructed by the region-based homogeneity term and/or
the anisotropic boundary features.
In Fig. 1, we take the combination of paths model pro-
posed by Mille et al (2015) as an example to illustrate the
limitations of using edge-driven minimal paths for segmen-
tation. Basically, the paths combination model is an interac-
tive segmentation method for which a set of vertices on the
target boundary should be provided. In Fig. 1a, we show
a natural image with four vertices indicated by red dots.
One of the crucial points for the paths combination model
lies at the construction of a potential used for estimating
the geodesic distance maps. In Fig. 1b, we show the seg-
mentation contour (visualized by blue lines) from the paths
combination model. One can point out that some portions of
the desired boundary are not accurately followed, since in
these regions the boundaries are not well characterized by
edge appearance features. Finally, the paths tracking using
the proposed model, which blend the benefits from both
region- and edge-based information, are able to follow the
desired boundary, as depicted in Fig. 1c.
1.2 Overview of the Proposed Framework
In summary, the main contribution in this paper is threefold:
• Firstly, we establish the relationship between the gen-
eral region-based active contours model and the mini-
mal geodesic path framework in conjunction with the
Eikonal PDE, utilizing an anisotropic and asymmetric
Randers metric. The proposed approach, regarded as the
Eikonal region-based active contour model, allows to
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blend the benefits from both of the region-based ho-
mogeneity penalty term and the image gradient features
including both the magnitude and the directions.
• As a second contribution, we present the analysis for the
existence of the aforementioned Randers metric, rely-
ing on the existence of a sufficiently small vector field
derived from the region-based homogeneity penaliza-
tion term. A crucial point underlying this analysis is the
search of the solution to a minimization problem that
is constrained by a divergence equation. Moreover, for
numerical considerations, we also propose two methods
to efficiently estimate the approximate solution to that
PDE-constrained minimization problem.
• Finally, we propose two methods to exploit a set of piece-
wise geodesic paths associated to the proposed Randers
metric for shape deformation and image segmentation.
Both methods rely on a set of ordered vertices and each
pair of successive vertices defines the source and end
points for each geodesic path. The set of these ordered
vertices can be either specified by the user or can be
generated through a point sampling scheme.
The preliminary short versions of this work were first
presented in the conferences (Chen et al, 2016; Chen and
Cohen, 2017), upon which more contributions such as the
theoretical analysis and experimental results have been added.
1.3 Paper Outline
In Section 2, we briefly introduce the minimal path models
and the corresponding Eikonal PDEs and gradient descent
ordinary equations, including the Riemannian cases and the
asymmetric Randers case. The preliminary on the hybrid
active contour energy functionals and on the iterative mini-
mization scheme for these functionals are presented in Sec-
tion 3. In Section 4, we transform the hybrid active contour
energy functional to a weighted curve length associated to
a Randers metric. This transformation relies on the solu-
tion to a divergence equation. In Section 5, we introduce
two methods to exploit the constructed Randers metrics and
the associated minimal paths for the application of image
segmentation. The numerical implementation details and the
experimental results are presented in Sections 6 and 7, re-
spectively. The conclusion can be found in Section 8.
2 Background on Minimal Path Models
2.1 Riemannian Minimal Paths
The original minimal path model introduced by Cohen and
Kimmel (1997) provides an efficient way to determine the
globally minimizing curves over an open and bounded do-
main Ω ⊂ R2. In this model, the weighted length of a
Lipschitz continuous curve γ : [0, 1]→ Ω can be measured
independently to the parameterization by
LIR(γ) =
∫ 1
0
P(γ(u)) ‖γ′(u)‖du, (1)
where γ′(u) is the first-order derivative of the curve γ with
respect to the parameter u, ‖γ′(u)‖ is the Euclidean norm
of γ′(u), and the function P : Ω → R+ is a potential
which is supposed to take low values around image features
of interest.
Let Lip([0, 1], Ω) be the set of all Lipschitz continuous
curves (of finite length) γ : [0, 1] → Ω. A minimal path
(or a geodesic path) Ga,x ∈ Lip([0, 1], Ω) linking the given
source point a to a target point x, is defined as a curve that
globally minimizes to the weighted curve length LIR. In
the context of image segmentation, the potential P is often
defined as a deceasing function of the image gradient magni-
tude (Caselles et al, 1997; Cohen and Kimmel, 1997). Nev-
ertheless, a geodesic path favours to pass through the posi-
tions with high values of gradient magnitude, which usually
correspond to the object boundaries. The weighted curve
length LIR(γ) defined in Eq. (1) in essence is measured
through an isotropic Riemannian metric, yielding that the
length LIR(γ) is independent to the directions γ′(u),∀u ∈
[0, 1]. In contrast, the minimal path models based on the
general Riemannian metrics (Bougleux et al, 2008; Jbabdi
et al, 2008) are capable of taking the advantages from the
data-driven anisotropy features (which can be derived from
image gradients) when tracking the geodesic paths.
Denote by S+2 the set of all the positive symmetric defi-
nite matrices of size 2×2. A general Riemannian metric can
be constructed via a tensor field M : Ω → S+2 as follows:
R(x,u) =
√
〈u,M(x)u〉 = ‖u‖M(x), (2)
where 〈·, ·〉 stands for the Euclidean scalar product on R2,
i.e. 〈u1,u2〉 = uT1 u2.
The weighted length of any curve γ ∈ Lip([0, 1], Ω)
associated to a Riemannian metricR can be measured by
LR(γ) =
∫ 1
0
R(γ(u), γ′(u)) du,
=
∫ 1
0
‖γ′(u)‖M(γ(u)) du. (3)
The length LIR is a simplification of the general case LR. If
the tensor fieldM is proportional to the identity matrix Id of
size 2× 2, the Riemannian metricR gets to be the isotropic
Riemannian case:
Riso(x,u) = P(x)‖u‖.
As a consequence, the weighted curve length LR has the
same form to the length LIR measured throughRiso.
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The minimization of the weighted curve length (3) with
respect to a fixed source point a is regraded as a way of
searching for a geodesic distance mapDa : Ω → R+0 , where
for each point x the value of Da(x) is equal to the minimal
curve length between a and x
Da(x) = inf
γ∈Lip([0,1],Ω)
{LR(γ); γ(0) = a, γ(1) = x}
= LR(Ga,x), (4)
where Ga,x is a geodesic path connecting the source point a
to the target point x.
The geodesic distance map Da admits the anisotropic
Eikonal PDE, which is referred to as the static Hamiltonian-
Jacob-Bellman PDE{
‖∇Da(x)‖M−1(x) = 1, ∀x ∈ Ω \ {a},
Da(a) = 0,
(5)
where∇Da is the standard Euclidean gradient of Da.
The geodesic path Ga,x can be tracked by means of the
solution to a gradient descent ordinary differential equation
(ODE) on the geodesic distance map Da. Let G˜x,a be a
geodesic path parameterized by its arc-length. One can solve
the following ODEG˜
′
x,a(s) = −
M−1(G˜x,a(s))∇Da(G˜x,a(s))
‖M−1(G˜x,a(s))∇Da(G˜x,a(s))‖
,
G˜x,a(0) = x,
(6)
until the source point a is reached, where s is the arc-length
parameter of the path G˜x,a. Finally, the desired geodesic path
Ga,x can be generated by re-parameterizing and reversing
the geodesic path G˜x,a.
2.2 Randers Minimal Paths
The minimal path model, which is not restricted to the Rie-
mannian scope, can be generalized to the asymmetric Finsler
case, where a Finsler metric can be naturally characterized
through asymmetric norm (Bao et al, 2012; Melonakos et al,
2008). The utilization of Finsler metrics allows to take the
asymmetry enhancement into consideration (Melonakos et al,
2008; Zach et al, 2009) for the computation of minimal
paths, where the asymmetry information may lead to promis-
ing segmentation performance in some tasks, as discussed
in (Zach et al, 2009).
In the scenario of image segmentation and boundary
detection, the Randers metric (Randers, 1941) is a widely
considered case of the Finsler metrics. Specifically, a Ran-
ders metric F : Ω × R2 → [0,+∞] can be constructed
through a tensor fieldM (see Eq. (2)) and a sufficiently small
vector field V : Ω → R2 as follows:
F(x,u) = ‖u‖M(x) + 〈V(x),u〉. (7)
Basically, the Randers metric F should follow the positive
definiteness condition, i.e. the inequality F(x,u) > 0 holds
for any point x ∈ Ω and any vector u 6= 0. The following
Theorem 1 yields a simple characterization of the positive
definiteness condition of the Randers metric F .
Theorem 1 (Positive Definiteness) A Randers metricF de-
fined in Eq. (7) is positively defined if and only if
〈V(x),M−1(x)V(x)〉 < 1, ∀x ∈ Ω. (8)
In particular, if the tensor field is set to M ≡ Id, where Id is
an identity matrix, then the inequality (8) gets to be
sup
x∈Ω
‖V(x)‖ < 1. (9)
Proof For any point x ∈ Ω and any vector u 6= 0, if
F(x,u) > 0, we clearly have 〈u,M(x)u〉 > |〈V(x),u〉|2.
Ley us choose u = M−1(x)V(x), which yields that for all
points x ∈ Ω
〈M−1(x)V(x),V(x)〉 > |〈V(x),M−1(x)V(x)〉|2,
which immediately implies 〈V(x),M−1(x)V(x)〉 < 1.
Conversely, one has by Cauchy-Schwartz inequality
|〈V(x),u〉| = |〈M− 12 (x)V(x),M 12 (x)u〉|
≤ ‖M− 12 (x)V(x)‖ ‖M 12 (x)u‖
= ‖V(x)‖M−1(x) ‖u‖M(x). (10)
Hence for any vector u 6= 0, one has
F(x,u) ≥ ‖u‖M(x)(1− ‖V(x)‖M−1(x)) > 0, (11)
yielding that
〈M−1(x)V(x),V(x)〉 < 1.
uunionsq
The weighted curve length LRD measured through a Ran-
ders metric F can be defined by
LRD(γ) =
∫ 1
0
F(γ(u), γ′(u)) du. (12)
Given a source point a ∈ Ω, the geodesic distance map Da
with respect to a Randers metric F satisfies the following
Eikonal PDE sup‖u‖=1
〈∇Da(x),u〉
F(x,u) = 1, ∀x ∈ Ω \ {a},
Da(a) = 0.
(13)
The equation (13) can be also regarded as the general Eikonal
PDE with respect to any Finsler metric F . In particular, for
a Randers metric of the form (7), the Eikonal PDE (13) gets
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Fig. 2 Minimal geodesic paths derived through different geodesic metrics. (a) The vector field Vcircle used to construct the anisotropic Riemannian
metric and the asymmetric Randers metric. (b) to (d) Geodesic paths obtained respectively using the isotropic metric, the anisotropic Riemannian
metric and the asymmetric Randers metric. The red dots are the source points and the black dots are the end points
to be the following equivalent form (Mirebeau, 2019; Chen
and Cohen, 2018){
‖∇Da(x)− V(x)‖M−1(x) = 1, ∀x ∈ Ω \ {a},
Da(a) = 0.
(14)
One can point out that when the vector field V ≡ 0, the
Eikonal PDE (14) becomes the Riemannian Eikonal equa-
tion formulated in Eq. (5).
The gradient descent ODE for tracking a geodesic path
G˜x,a associated to a Randers metric F is defined by{
G˜′x,a(s) = −Γ
(
G˜x,a(s),∇Da(G˜x,a(s))
)
,
G˜x,a(0) = x,
(15)
where Γ : Ω×R2 → R2 is a vector-valued function defined
as follows
Γ (x,u) = argmax
‖v‖=1
{ 〈u,v〉
F(x,v)
}
. (16)
Again, the target geodesic path Ga,x can be generated by
re-parameterizing and reversing the solution G˜x,a to the gra-
dient descent ODE (15).
Minimal Path Examples. In Fig. 2, we illustrate three min-
imal path computation examples respectively associated to
the isotropic Riemannian, anisotropic Riemannian and Ran-
ders metrics. The isotropic metric in Fig. 2b is endowed
by a potential set as a constant function of 1, such that the
geodesic path (white line) between the source (red dot) and
end points (black dot) is a straight segment. The construction
for the anisotropic Riemannian metric and the Randers met-
ric rely on a unit vector field Vcircle. Each vector Vcircle(x)
is tangent to the circle1 passing through x, as depicted in
Fig. 2a. In Fig. 2c, we exploit the vector field V and the
identity matrix to build a Riemannian tensor field
M(·) = Id−0.92 Vcircle(·)Vcircle(·)T .
1 Each circle is centered at the center point of the image domain.
In this case, the corresponding geodesic path favours to fol-
low the directions Vcircle(·) as shown in Fig. 2c. The Ran-
ders metric F used in Fig. 2d is constructed as follows:
F(x,u) = Id+〈0.9Vcircle(x),u〉.
One can observe that the obtained Randers geodesic path
tries to travel along the directions opposite to these arrows
as much as possible.
2.3 Overview on the Combination of Paths Model
The paths combination model proposed in (Mille et al, 2015)
applies edge-based minimal paths for interactive image seg-
mentation. The initialization for this model relies on a set
of m fixed points pj for j = 1, 2, · · · ,m. These points are
distributed along the target boundary in a clockwise order.
Basically, the goal of the combination of paths model is
to search for a simple and closed curve by minimizing an
energy functional
Jcomb(C) = Esimp(C)+αeEedge(C)+αrEregion(C), (17)
where C is a simple curve and αe, αr ∈ R+0 are scalar-
valued parameters which control the related importance be-
tween the three energy terms. Specifically, the simplicity
term Esimp(C) measures the amount of the self-tangency
and self-intersection of the curve C. The edge-based term
Eedge is measured using an edge indicator along the curve C,
and the region-based one Eregion is set as the Bhattacharyya
coefficient (Michailovich et al, 2007) of the image gray level
or color probability distribution functions inside and outside
C. We refer to (Mille et al, 2015) for more details on the
energy Jcomb.
One of the crucial steps for the combination of paths
model lies at construction of a set of open admissible curves,
such that each curve travels from a point pj and to the
successive one pj+1. All of the admissible curves between
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Fig. 3 An example for admissible curves which are denoted by lines of different colors. a The potential derived from the image gradients. The
potential takes low values around the image boundaries. b-c The admissible curves corresponding to two pairs of successive points
each pair of successive points are tracked from a single
geodesic distance map with source points pj and pj+1. This
is done by performing the partial fast marching scheme (De-
schamps and Cohen, 2001; Chen et al, 2019), where the
front propagation will expand from both source points si-
multaneously. The scheme leads to a meeting interface of the
two propagating fronts associated to the respective source
points. The interface is a set made up of all equidistant
points to pj and pj+1. One can detect several saddle points
from the meeting interface. Each saddle point can generate
two geodesic paths from the combined action map and an
admissible curve is built using those two geodesic paths by
a concatenation operation. In other words, each saddle point
between two successive points is supported to be passed by
an admissible curve.
The considered geodesic distance map, referred to as
a combined action map (Mille et al, 2015), is the viscos-
ity solution to the Riemannian Eikonal PDE (5) by setting
M(·) = Pcomb(·)2 Id, where Pcomb is a potential which can
be computed from the magnitude of the image gradients. In
the scenario of image segmentation and boundary detection,
the minimal paths from the geodesic distance map which
depend only on the image edge information, favour to travel
along the region of strong edge appearance features. This
sometimes leads to unexpected image segmentation results,
especially when the values of image gradients magnitude
close to the targets are insufficiently salient. In order to
illustrate the drawbacks of the combination of paths model,
we show in Fig. 3 the admissible curves between two pairs
of successive points. In this figure, the prescribed points
are identical to the ones used in Fig. 1a. As depicted in
Fig. 3a, the potential Pcomb takes low values around the
image features of interest and high values otherwise. From
Figs. 3b and 3c, one can point out that the admissible curves
fail to travel along the desired boundaries but along their
neighbouring ways, due to the lack of the reliability of im-
ages gradients as the indicator of target boundaries. This
gives arise to the motivation to induce a new minimal path
model whose metrics relying not only the image edges but
also the region-based homogeneity criteria to find suitable
image segmentation.
3 Hybrid Active Contour Formalism
In this paper, a shape is defined as an open and bounded sub-
set S ⊂ Ω with a rectifiable boundary. Moreover, we sup-
pose that each shape Ω is measurable and simply connected
(without holes). The characteristic function χS : Ω →
{0, 1} of a shape S ⊂ Ω can be defined by
χS(x) =
{
1, ∀x ∈ S,
0, ∀x ∈ Ω\S. (18)
We denote by X := L1(Ω, {0, 1}) the set of all functions
defined almost everywhere on the domainΩ and taking only
the values 0 and 1, i.e. the characteristic functions of all the
subsets of the domain Ω.
3.1 Riemannian Metric-measured Curve Length for
Regularization
In general, a typical region-based active contour energy func-
tional should be comprised of a region-based homogeneity
penalization term Ψ : X → R and a regularization term TV
such that
J0(χ℘) = αΨ(χ℘) + TV(χ℘), (19)
where ℘ is an arbitrary shape and α ∈ R+ is a constant
which is a parameter determining the importance of Ψ . The
term TV(χ℘) is the total variation norm of the function χ℘
which equals to the perimeter of the boundary ∂℘. It is also
the 1-dimensional Haussdoff measure of ∂℘. Bresson et al
(2007) proposed to apply a weighted total variation norm
as the regularization term, which in essence corresponds
to the weighted curve length LIR (see Eq. (1)) associated
with an isotropic metric. In this case, the active contour
energy functional involving a weighted total variation norm
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is extended to the hybrid version (Kimmel and Bruckstein,
2003; Paragios and Deriche, 2002; Sagiv et al, 2006; Zach
et al, 2009).
The hybrid active contour models are capable of taking
advantages of both region-based and boundary-based image
features to enhance the segmentation. In this paper, we take
the weighted curve length LR associated to a Riemannian
metricR defined in Eq. (3) as the regularization term, yield-
ing an active contour energy functional
J (χ℘) = αΨ(χ℘) + LR(C℘), (20)
where C℘ ∈ Lip([0, 1], Ω) is a Lipchitz continuous map that
parameterizes the boundary ∂℘.
The tensor field M for the Riemannian metric-measured
curve length LR encompasses both the magnitude and the
directions of the image gradient features2. As a consequence,
the use of the regularization term LR allows to benefit from
the image anisotropy features to enhance the image seg-
mentation (Kimmel and Bruckstein, 2003). Note that for
images where the gradient information at edge positions
is unreliable, the Euclidean curve length of C℘ should be
taken as the regularization term. In fact, the length LR(C℘)
denotes the Euclidean curve length of C℘ if we set M ≡ Id
(recall that Id is the identity matrix).
3.2 Iterative Scheme for the Minimization of the General
Region-based Active Contour Model
In region-based active contour models, the associated homo-
geneity measure is commonly defined through a functional
Ψ , embedding with the regional similarity or dissimilarity
information. For a a given shape S, the functional Ψ is said
to be differentiable at χS ∈ X , if and only if there exists a
scalar-valued function ξS ∈ L∞(Ω,R) such that for all of
the admissible functions (χS + f) ∈ X
Ψ(χS + f) = Ψ(χS) +
∫
Ω
fξS dx+ o(‖f‖L1(Ω)). (21)
Instead of being defined over the space X , the functional Ψ
often has a natural extension to the linear space L1(Ω,R) ⊃
X , see Appendix A for such examples. Then the function ξS
is the gradient of the energy functional Ψ at χS and can be
derived from the Gaˆteaux derivative of Ψ along the direction
f such that∫
Ω
fξS dx = lim
→0
Ψ(χS + f)

, (22)
Let ℘ ⊂ Ω be a shape that is close to the fixed shape
S. By choosing f ≡ χ℘ − χS , the region-based functional
Ψ(χ℘) can be reformulated by its first-order expansion
Ψ(χ℘) = Ψ(χS)+
∫
Ω
(χ℘−χS)ξSdx+o(‖χ℘−χS‖L1(Ω)).
2 The construction of the tensor fieldM is introduced in Section 6.2.
(23)
Indeed the norm ‖χ℘ − χS‖L1(Ω) stands for the area of the
symmetric difference between the shapes ℘ and S.
For the sake of simplification, we define a new region-
based functional
ES(χ℘) = αΨ(χS)+α
∫
Ω
(χ℘−χS)ξSdx+LR(C℘). (24)
By integrating Eqs. (20), (23) and (24), the active contour
energy functional J can be reformulated as
J (χ℘) = ES(χ℘) + o(‖χ℘ − χS‖L1(Ω)). (25)
Iterative Curve Evolution Solution. When working with the
shape evolution scheme, the minimization of the active con-
tour energy functional (25) can be carried out by iteratively
solving the following two subproblems:
(I). Finding a shape S∗ to minimize the energy ES with
respect to a given shape S;
(II). Updating the shape gradient ξS by choosing S = S∗,
i.e. setting that χS ≡ χ℘∗ .
Note that the minimization of the active contour energy J
by repeatedly solving the aforementioned two subproblems
is expected to generate a shape to delineate the target object.
This shape deformation or shape evolution algorithm will
terminate whenever the Hausdorff distance between the two
successive shapes is small enough.
Variational image segmentation methods can be backed
by two celebrated existence results, for the full piecewise
smooth Mumford-Shah model (Mumford and Shah, 1989)
and its piecewise constant approximation models (Zhu and
Yuille, 1996; Cohen, 1997; Chan and Vese, 2001), see (Morel
and Solimini, 2012) for their proofs. These works also en-
compass the more difficult problem of multi-region seg-
mentation, and describe their triple point junctions. On the
other hand, these results indeed limit their scope to only two
specific types of region-based homogeneity penalty terms Ψ ,
related to either piecewise smooth approximation, or piece-
wise constant approximation with a gradient squared penal-
ization. The authors are not aware of a theory sufficiently
general to accommodate the various non-linear and non-
local region terms typically found in applications of (Cre-
mers et al, 2007; Jung et al, 2012) based on e.g. their regular-
ity properties. Nevertheless, the existence of the minimizers
for these variants is generally regarded as a consequence
of the two fundamental cases treated. Finally, let us also
mention the existence results in the context of fuzzy (Li et al,
2010), or convex (Chambolle et al, 2012), relaxations of the
segmentation problem.
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Fig. 4 (a) Ah shape S and its boundary ∂S are demonstrated. (b) The
tubular neighbourhood US for ∂S
4 Region-based Eikonal Active Contour Model
In this section, we introduce a new region-based Eikonal
active contour model for image segmentation. The main
objective of the proposed model is to address the hybrid
active contours problem through the Randers Eikonal PDE
framework as well as the associated minimal geodesic paths.
Given a shape S, we start the description of the proposed
Eikonal active contour model by considering a new mini-
mization problem
min
℘:C℘∈ΥS
{
ES(χ℘) =
αΨ(χS) + α
∫
Ω
(χ℘ − χS)ξSdx+ LR(C℘)
}
, (26)
where ΥS is a set of admissible curves determined through
the given shape S. The construction for ΥS will be intro-
duced in Section 4.1.
4.1 Construction of the Set ΥS
The construction of the set ΥS relies on the tubular neigh-
bourhood region of the shape boundary ∂S and the tool of
the winding number of closed curves.
4.1.1 Tubular Neighbourhood
In essence, the tubular neighbourhood US ⊂ Ω is an open
and bounded narrowband domain surrounding the boundary
∂S, which can be defined by
US =
{
x ∈ Ω; min
y∈∂S
‖x− y‖ < `
}
, (27)
where ` ∈ R+ is the radius of the tubular neighbourhood US
and ‖x− y‖ is the Euclidean distance between the points x
and y. The tubular neighbourhood US can be regraded as
the union of all the disk structures of radius `, each of which
is centred at the curve CS . In Fig. 4b, we show an example
for the tubular neighbourhood with respect to a shape S that
is illustrated in Fig. 4a.
In practice, the construction of the tubular neighbour-
hood US can be implemented by means of searching for the
`-level set of a Euclidean distance map E∂S which satisfies
the following isotropic Eikonal PDE{
‖∇E∂S(x)‖ = 1, ∀x ∈ Ω\∂S,
E∂S(x) = 0, ∀x ∈ ∂S.
(28)
Nevertheless, the construction of the tubular neighbourhood
US can be efficiently implemented through the isotropic
fast marching algorithm (Sethian, 1999). The use of a con-
stant function as the potential for the Eikonal PDE (28)
generates a symmetric neighbourhood with respect to the
shape boundary ∂S. Moreover, one can obtain an asym-
metric tubular neighbourhood by slightly modifying (28), as
introduced in Section 6.1.2.
4.1.2 Winding Number about a Point
Suppose that C is a simple and closed curve. Let p ∈ Ω
be a point such that C does not to pass through the point
p. The winding number, or the index Indx(C) ∈ Z of the
closed curve C associated to the point p counts the number
of times that C rotates around p in a given order, that is
clockwise order or counterclockwise order. More specifi-
cally, the winding number Indx(C) is a non-positive integer
if the curve C is parameterized in a clockwise order, and
otherwise a non-negative integer (Krantz, 2012).
For a point p which is located outside the simple curve
C, the winding number is equal to 0 as illustrated in Fig. 5a.
In Figs. 5b and 5c, the point p is enclosed by the simple
and closed curve C. This generates that Indp(C) = 1 in case
C is parameterized in a counter-clockwise order as shown
in Fig. 5b and Indp(C) = −1 otherwise, as illustrated in
Fig. 5c.
With these definitions in hands, the set ΥS associated to
a given shape S can be expressed as follows
ΥS = {C ∈ Ξ(US); Indx(C) = −1, ∀x ∈ S\US}, (29)
where Ξ(US) is a set that encompasses all of the simple and
closed curves C ∈ Lip([0, 1], US) subject to C(0) = C(1).
By the definition of the set ΥS and for each shape ℘ such
that C℘ ∈ ΥS , we can obtain
S\US ⊆ ℘, (30)
which yields the following relation
S\US = ℘\US . (31)
Basically, the set ΥS defines the searching space for the
solution to the minimization problem formulated in Eq. (26).
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Fig. 5 Examples for the winding number about a point p, noted by black dots, for a simple and closed curve C indicated by black lines. (a) The
point p is outside of the curve C and the winding number Indp(C) = 0. (b) The curve C is parameterized in a counter-clockwise order and
Indp(C) = 1. (c) The curve C is parameterized in a clockwise order and Indp(C) = −1
4.2 Reformulation of the Hybrid Active Contour Energy
Functional via a Randers Metric
In this section, we introduce the core of the proposed Eikonal
active contours model, that is to transform the functional
ES in Eq. (24) to a weighted curve length associated to
an asymmetric Randers metric, providing that the shape S
is fixed. This transformation requires the construction of
a sufficiently small vector field derived from a divergence
equation.
For a fixed shape S, the functional ES can be naturally
reformulated as
ES(χ℘) = ΘS + α
∫
Ω
χ℘ ξSdx+ LR(C℘), (32)
where ΘS is a scalar value which can be expressed by
ΘS = αΨ(χS) + α
∫
Ω
χS ξSdx. (33)
One can see that the scalar ΘS depends only on the charac-
teristic function χS .
We then focus on the second term of ES in Eq. (32)
which satisfies
α
∫
Ω
χ℘ ξS dx = α
∫
℘
ξS dx.
Taking the relation (31) into consideration, we obtain
α
∫
℘
ξS dx
=α
∫
℘∩US
ξS dx+ α
∫
℘\US
ξS dx
=α
∫
℘
ξS χUS dx+ α
∫
S\US
ξS dx, (34)
where the function χUS : Ω → {0, 1} is the characteristic
function of the tubular neighbourhood US . Similar to the use
of ΘS (see Eq. (33)), the second term of (34) is also inde-
pendent of the characteristic function χ℘. Thus we define a
new quantity Θ˜S by
Θ˜S = ΘS + α
∫
S\US
ξS dx.
Let ωS : R2 → R2 be a vector field which solves the
divergence equation over the space R2
divωS = ξS χUS . (35)
For a shape ℘ with boundary C℘ ∈ ΥS , the combination of
Eqs. (32) and (34) yields
ES(χ℘)− Θ˜S
=α
∫
℘
ξS χUS dx+ LR(C℘)
=α
∫
℘
divωS dx+ LR(C℘)
=α
∫ 1
0
〈N , ωS(C℘)〉‖C′℘‖du+ LR(C℘) (36)
=α
∫ 1
0
〈C′℘, RωS(C℘)〉du+ LR(C℘), (37)
whereN in Eq. (36) is the uint outward normal to the curve
C℘ and R is the clockwise rotation matrix with angle pi/2.
Note that equation (36) is obtained from the divergence the-
orem and equation (37) is derived due to the fact that
C′℘(u) = RN (u)‖C′℘(u)‖, ∀u ∈ [0, 1]. (38)
We denote by VS : R2 → R2 a new vector field that is
generated by rotating ωS using the matrix R in a clockwise
order
VS(x) = RωS(x). (39)
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Using the equation (37), one has
ES(χ℘)− Θ˜S
=
∫ 1
0
‖C′℘(u)‖M(C℘(u))du+ α
∫ 1
0
〈C′℘(u),VS(C℘(u))〉du
=
∫ 1
0
FS(C℘(u), C′℘(u))du, (40)
where FS is a function with a Randers form as expressed in
Eq. (7). It can be formulated for any point x ∈ Ω and for
vector u ∈ R2 by
FS(x,u) = ‖u‖M(x) + 〈αVS(x),u〉. (41)
The function FS is said to be a Randers metric iff it obeys
the positive definiteness condition (8). More specifically, the
tensor fieldM and the vector field VS should be comparable
such that
〈VS(x),M−1(x)VS(x)〉 < 1
α2
. (42)
Given a shape S, we have shown the possibility of trans-
forming the functional ES to the weighted curve length LS
through the Randers metric FS . A crucial issue to be ad-
dressed for this transformation lies at the existence of a suf-
ficiently small solution ωS to the divergence equation (35),
i.e., the existence of such a Randers metric FS with compat-
ible componentsM and ωS . In next Section, we will present
the existence analysis for the metric FS in case M is fixed.
4.3 Existence Analysis
We show in Proposition 1 that there exists a vector field VS
which satisfies the positive definiteness condition (8).
Proposition 1 (Existence) Let 1 ≤ p < 2 and q ≥ 2 with
p−1+q−1 = 1 be two constants. Let U ⊂ Ω be an open and
bounded domain, and let ω ∈ L2(R2,R2) be a vector field
which solves the PDE-constrained minimization problem
minimize
∫
R2
1
2
‖ω‖2dx, s.t. divω = ξ χU on R2, (43)
where ξ ∈ Lq(Ω,R) is a scalar-valued function. Then one
has the following inequality
‖ω‖L∞(R2) ≤ C∗ ‖ξ‖Lq(U) Leb~(U), (44)
where the scalar values p and C∗ are respectively set as
~ := p−1 − 2−1, C∗ := 2 1p−1
√
pi(2− p)− 1p .
and Leb(U) is the Lebesgue measure of the set U .
Proof The solution to the PDE-constrained minimization
problem stated in Eq. (43) is ω := ∇ς , where ς solves the
following Poisson equation on R2:
div(∇ς) = ξ χU .
Expressing the solution ς in terms of the Green kernel over
the domain R2, we thus obtain for all x ∈ R2
ς(x) =
1
2pi
∫
U
ln(‖x− y‖)ξ(y)dy. (45)
Therefore, the vector field ω can be expressed for all x ∈ R2
as
ω(x) = ∇ς(x) = 1
2pi
∫
U
x− y
‖x− y‖2 ξ(y)dy. (46)
Let RU ∈ R+ be the radius defined by piR2U = Leb(U), so
that the disk D(0, RU ) with origin 0 has the same area as
the domain U . The Ho¨lder’s inequality and a rearrangement
inequality yield
2pi‖ω(x)‖ ≤ ‖ξ‖Lq(U)
(∫
U
1
‖x− y‖p dy
) 1
p
≤ ‖ξ‖Lq(U)
(∫
D(0,RU )
1
‖z‖p dz
) 1
p
. (47)
Evaluating the right hand side of Eq. (47), we have for all
x ∈ R2 such that
2pi‖ω(x)‖ ≤
(∫ RU
0
2pir
rp
dr
) 1
p
‖ξ‖Lq(U)
=
(
2pi
2− pR
2−p
U
) 1
p
‖ξ‖Lq(U)
=
2
1
p
√
pi(2− p) 1p
Leb~(U) ‖ξ‖Lq(U).
which concludes the proof. uunionsq
By Proposition 1, the values of ‖ωS‖ can be bounded by
the area of the tubular neighbourhood US . This means that
given a sufficiently small tubular neighbourhood US , one
can obtain a vector field VS satisfying the condition (42).
4.4 Variational Formulation-based Solution to the
PDE-constrained Minimization Problem
In practice, it is difficult to find the solution to the mini-
mization problem (43) over R2. Instead, we solve that prob-
lem over the neighbourhood U : finding a vector field ω ∈
L2(U,R2) which solves
minimize
∫
U
1
2
‖ω‖2dx, s.t. divω = ξ on U, (48)
where ξ ∈ Lq(Ω,R) is a scalar-valued function.
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Fig. 6 Visualization for the vector field VS estimated by the variational formulation-based method and the variational formulation-based method.
a The original image and the given shape S enclosed by the red line. b The norms ‖VS‖ are superimposed over the original image. c Visualization
for the vector field VS by a color coding way. d 3D plot for the norms ‖VS‖
Proposition 2 The vector field ω solving the minimization
problem in Eq. (48) admits the variational formulation: find-
ing (ω, η) ∈ L2(U,R2) ×H10 (U,R) such that for all (u, τ)
in the same spaces, one has∫
U
(
〈ω, u〉+ 〈∇η, u〉
)
dx = 0, (49)∫
U
(
〈ω,∇τ〉 − ξτ
)
dx = 0. (50)
Proof For this optimization problem, we first define the aug-
mented functional
Q(ω, η) =
∫
U
1
2
‖ω‖2dx+
∫
U
(divω − ξ) η dx, (51)
where η ∈ H10 (U,R) is a Lagrange multiplier (function).
For the second term in Eq. (51), using integration by parts
states that∫
U
η (divω − ξ)dx
=
∫
U
div(η ω)dx+
∫
U
(〈∇η, ω〉 − η ξ)dx. (52)
By applying Green’s theorem to the first term of Eq. (52)
and using the assumption η ∈ H10 (U,R), one has∫
U
div(η ω)dx = 0. (53)
The augmented functional (51) can be reformulated as
Q(ω, η) =
∫
U
1
2
‖ω‖2dx+
∫
U
(〈∇η, ω〉 − ηξ)dx. (54)
The first-order directional derivatives of the augmented func-
tional φ along u ∈ L2(U,R2) and τ ∈ H10 (U,R) can be
respectively expressed as
d
dt
Q(ω + tu, η)
∣∣∣
t=0
=
∫
U
(
〈ω, u〉+ 〈∇η, u〉
)
dx = 0,
and
d
dt
Q(ω, η + tτ)
∣∣∣
t=0
=
∫
U
(
〈ω,∇τ〉 − ξτ
)
dx = 0.
uunionsq
In this paper, the numerical solutions to the variational for-
mulas in Eqs. (49) and (50) are solved by using a finite
differences discretization on the regular grid hZ2 ∩ U with
h = 1 being the grid size. We also store the values of the
functions η and τ on a staggered grid in order to improve
the accuracy of the gradient operator. In Fig. 6b, we show
the vector field VS(·) = RωS(·) on a synthetic image,
where ωS is estimated by solving the PDE-constrained prob-
lems (48). In Fig 6a, the boundary of the given shape is
indicated by the red line. In this experiment, the gradient ξS
is derived from the piecewise constants-type homogeneity
term3 (Chan et al, 2000). In Fig. 6d, the norms ‖VS‖ are
superimposed on the original image and the 3D plot of the
norms ‖VS‖ are illustrated in the first and third columns.
The vector field VS is presented in Fig. 6c through the color
coding method. As depicted Figs. 6b and 6d, the magnitude
of ‖VS‖ can be regarded as the altitude of a mountainous
region over the tubular neighbourhood US . By evaluating
the closed form (46) associated to a piecewise constant-type
gradient ξS , one can point out that the mountain ridges likely
lie close to the zero-crossing regions of ξS or close to the
boundaries ∂US of the tubular neighbourhood. In addition,
as the curve evolution tends to stabilize, the evolving con-
tour usually passes through the zero-crossing regions of the
gradient.
3 The piecewise constant-type homogeneity term and the respective
L1 gradient are presented in Appendix A.1
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Fig. 7 An example for the truncated vector-valued convolution kernel
H˜r . The length of the arrow at x is positively proportional to the norm
of the corresponding vector H˜r(x). The black dot indicates the zero
vector 0. The maximal radius for this truncated kernel is set as r = 5
for the purpose of visualization
4.5 Vector-valued Convolution-based Solution to the
PDE-constrained Minimization Problem
In this section we make use of convolution method to search
for the approximate solution ω ∈ L2(U,R2) to the mini-
mization problem (43) based on a vector-valued kernel.
Let us firstly rewrite the closed form (46) by a convolu-
tion operator
ω(x) =
1
2pi
∫
U
x− y
‖x− y‖2 ξ(y)dy
=
1
2pi
∫
U
H(x− y)ξ(y)dy (55)
=
(
1
2pi
H ∗ (ξ χU )
)
(x), (56)
where H : R2\{0} → R2 is a vector-valued kernel defined
as follows
H(x) =
x
‖x‖2 . (57)
For numerical implementation, we need a truncated version
H˜r of the kernel H in Eq. (57) by
H˜r(x) =
{
x/‖x‖2, 0 < ‖x‖ ≤ r,
0, otherwise,
(58)
where the scalar parameter r ∈ R+ is the radius of the
truncated domain for the kernel H˜r. In Fig. 7, we show
an example for a vector-valued kernel with maximal radius
r = 5. Without loss of generality, the kernel H˜r can be de-
composed to two scalar-valued components ζ1 and ζ2 such
that for any point x ∈ Ω, the vector H˜r(x) can be denoted
by H˜r(x) = (ζ1(x), ζ2(x))
T . Then the computation of the
solution ω using Eq. (59) can be implemented by
ω = (ζ1 ∗ (ξ χU ), ζ2 ∗ (ξ χU ))T , (59)
which involves two discrete linear convolution operations.
Nevertheless, the vector field ω can be efficiently solved
by applying the fast Fourier transform and the inverse fast
Fourier transform.
We note that the authors in the literature (Li and Acton,
2007) also proposed an external force computation method
by convolving an edge appearance feature map with a vector-
valued kernel, leading to a vector field including edge-based
information. While in this section the proposed method is
able to estimate a vector field involving region-based homo-
geneity information.
4.6 Summary
Let S be a given shape with US being the sufficiently small
tubular neighbourhood of CS . Let ωS be a vector field which
solves the PDE-constrained minimization problem (43). For
a given tensor field M, the proposition 1 implies that there
exists a Randers metric FS of the form (41) that satisfies
the positive definiteness condition (42). As a consequence,
the minimization problem (26) is equivalent to the following
minimal path computation problem
min
C∈ΥS
{
LS(C) =
∫ 1
0
FS(C(u), C′(u))du
}
. (60)
Obviously the minimizer is a closed geodesic path with re-
spect to the Randers metric FS .
Finding the image segmentation through curve evolu-
tion method amounts to iteratively addressing the minimal
path computation problem (60) and the subproblem (II).
More specifically, the solution to the former problem is a
closed curve tracked from the corresponding geodesic dis-
tance map. Cohen and Kimmel (1997) investigated the de-
tection method for simple and closed curves associated to
isotropic Riemannian metrics, for which the crucial step is
to search for a saddle point from the geodesic distance map.
Then one can track two distinct geodesic paths between the
source point and the detected saddle point. Unfortunately,
this method is difficult to be straightforwardly applied to
the asymmetric Randers case. Alternatively, we consider to
solve a simplified piecewise geodesic path tracking prob-
lem, instead of the original one (60). The basic idea is to
reconstruct each evolving curve as the concatenation of a
set of disjoint geodesic paths derived using the constructed
Randers metric involving region-based homogeneity infor-
mation. Hence, the proposed Eikonal active contour model
is actually carried out through a disjoint geodesic paths ex-
traction scheme which will be detailed in next section.
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Fig. 8 Fixed points-based disjoint geodesic paths extraction scheme. a The red dots represent the prescribed points and the black solid line
indicates the input curve CS . b The tubular neighbourhood US . c The decomposed subdomains Tj which are tagged by different colours. d-f The
black solid lines indicate the geodesic paths Gj generated within each subdomain Tj , respectively
5 Disjoint Randers Geodesic Paths Extraction Scheme
for Image Segmentation
In this section, we provide two methods for the extraction of
disjoint geodesic paths to construct the evolving curve dur-
ing the curve evolution. Since the computation of a geodesic
path requires a source point and a target point, we exploit a
set of successive vertices such that each pair of successive
points will be taken as a source point and an end point for
geodesic path computation.
5.1 Prescribed Points-based Scheme: Initialization
The first disjoint geodesic paths extraction scheme depends
on a set of user-prescribed points for tracking geodesic paths,
as in the combination of paths method (Mille et al, 2015).
These points are supported to be distributed along the target
boundary in a clockwise order and are not allowed to move
in the course of curve evolution. Thus the proposed method
can be regarded as an interactive image segmentation model.
Let {pj}1≤j≤m be the set of m (m ≥ 3) points indexed
by j = 1, 2, · · · ,m. In the initialization stage, the goal is
to generate a simple and closed curve made up of a series
of disjoint open curves, each of which connects a pair of
successive prescribed points. We illustrate in Fig. 8a an ex-
ample of a set of successive points pj and the corresponding
disjoint curves linking them.
Fig. 9 Initialization for the proposed scheme. The prescribed points
are indicated by red dots. a Initial curve with self-intersection issue.
b Initial curve comprised of four disjoint lines obtained through the
polygon construction method
Fig. 10 Edge simplicity method. a The image gradients-based poten-
tial. b Initial curve obtained using the edge simplicity method
Simply connecting each pair of two successive points
by a straight segment may potentially yield a curve with
self-intersection or self-tangency structures in some cases,
as depicted in Fig. 9a. This issue can be solved manually
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Fig. 11 The course of the curve evolution based on the prescribed
points-based disjoint geodesic paths extraction scheme. a Initialization.
The prescribed points are indicated by red dots. b-c The intermediate
steps during the curve evolution. d The final simple and closed curve
comprised of a series of disjoint geodesic paths
by replacing some segments by polyline to remove the un-
expected structures, leading to high requirement on user
interaction. In order to segment an object in a minimally
interactive manner, we exploit the variants of the combi-
nation of paths model (Mille et al, 2015) to configure the
initialization for the prescribed points-based scheme. The
combination of paths model integrates the region-based ho-
mogeneity penalty, the edge-based term, and the contour
simplicity measure to get a closed curve that minimizes the
target energyJcomb, as formulated in Eq. (17). The resulting
closed curve is expected to be simple, agreeing with the
requirement on the initialization of the prescribed points-
based scheme. By modifying the target energy Jcomb, we
obtain a polygon construction method and an edge simplic-
ity method for the initialization of the prescribed points-
based scheme, which will be detailed in the following.
Polygon Construction Method. The first method is to con-
struct a polygon as the initial curve passing through all the
ordered points pj . For this purpose, we replace the image
data-driven terms Eedge and Eregion by a Euclidean curve
length term Eeuclid(C), leading to a new functional
Jpolygon(C) = Esimp(C) + αeuclidEeuclid(C),
where αeuclid is a positive constant parameter. A small value
of αeuclid is able to enhance the importance of the curve sim-
plicity termEsimp to in order to reduce the risk of curve self-
intersection issue. The use of the Euclidean curve length as
a criterion for the selection of paths encourages to construct
a polygon of small perimeter.
We apply the identical strategy used in the combination
of paths model (Mille et al, 2015) to search for the target
polygon. By this strategy, a pair of successive points is al-
lowed to be connected by either a polyline or a straight line
to avoid the self-intersection issue. This can be observed
from Fig. 9b, in which the curve connecting the points p2
and p3 is a polyline, instead of the straight segment shown
in Fig. 9a.
Edge Simplicity Method. As the second method, we remove
the region-based homogeneity term Eregion from the energy
Jcomb by setting the weight αr = 0. The desired closed
curve is chosen by minimizing the energy comprised of the
edge-based term and the simplicity measure through the
combination of paths strategy. The removal of the region-
based term is to reduce the computation complexity and
we believe that using the remaining terms, involving the
edge and simplicity information, are sufficient to generate a
closed and simple curve as initialization. Such an initializa-
tion method requires the target boundaries can be, at least,
roughly defined by the image gradients. As an example,
in Fig. 10b we illustrate a closed and simple curve using
the edge simplicity initialization method. The potential esti-
mated using the image gradients is shown in Fig. 10a.
5.2 Prescribed Points-based Disjoint Paths Extraction
Scheme: Evolution
Once the initial curve is constructed, the curve evolution
scheme can be performed in order to search for the final
segmentation contour, as described in Algorithm 1. In this
algorithm, we present the main procedure of the proposed
prescribed points-based scheme, by which a series of curves
can be generated. During the curve evolution, the input for
each iteration is a simple and closed curve. Based on this
curve, we propose a new disjoint geodesic paths extrac-
tion scheme relying on Randers metrics to establish the out-
put curve, i.e. the evolving curve. Roughly speaking, the
proposed scheme includes three steps: metric construction,
tubular neighbourhood decomposition and Randers geodesic
paths extraction, which will be introduced in the following.
We illustrate an example for the proposed scheme in Fig. 8.
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Algorithm 1: Fixed Points-based Scheme
Input : A set {pj} of m points and an image.
Output: The final curve C∗.
Initialization: Construct the initial curve C0 and CS ← C0.
1 while stopping criterion is NOT satisfied do
2 Construct the shape S as the interior region of CS .
3 Build the tubular neighbourhood US using the curve CS .
4 Compute the gradient ξS using Eq. (22).
5 Decompose CS to a set of open curves γj , 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
6 Decompose US to m subregions Tj according to γj .
7 Compute the vector field VS to construct the metric FS .
8 for each 1 ≤ j ≤ m do
9 Track a new geodesic path Gj within the region Tj .
10 Build C∗ by the concatenation of Gj , 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
11 Set CS ← C∗.
In this figure, the red dots indicate the prescribed points pj
and the black line represents the input curve CS , i.e., the
boundary of the shape S ⊂ Ω.
5.2.1 Metric Construction
The computation of the gradient ξS with respect to the given
shape S should be first implemented for metric construc-
tion, which can be estimated via Eq. (22). Then the tubu-
lar neighbourhood US of sufficiently small area which sur-
rounds CS can be constructed by thresholding the Euclidean
distance map derived from the Eikonal PDE (28) with con-
stant potential. With the computed gradient ξS and tubular
neighbourhood US , the estimation of the vector field VS are
performed according to the efficient methods presented in
Section 4.4 or in Section 4.5. Finally, the Randers metric
FS of the form (41) is constructed in conjunction with a
tensor field M : Ω → S+2 which allows the incorporation
of the edge-based information. Specifically, the symmetric
positive-definite matrixM(x) can be expressed by its eigen-
values λi(x) and the corresponding eigenvectors ϑi (for
i = 1, 2) to the following formula
M(x) = λ1(x)ϑ1(x)ϑ1(x)
T + λ2(x)ϑ2(x)ϑ2(x)
T . (61)
The eigenvalues λi(·) and eigenvectors ϑi(·) can be nat-
urally constructed using the image edge appearance fea-
ture and anisotropy feature. The positive definiteness condi-
tion (42) for the Randers metricFS defined in Eq. (41) relies
on both of the fields M and VS . The tensor M(x) should
be an identity matrix or be a general symmetric positive-
definite matrix. In either case, the tensor field M is fixed
during the curve evolution described in Algorithm 1, i.e. it is
independent to the evolving curves. In order to simplify the
construction of FS , we limit the eigenvalues λi (i = 1, 2) of
the matrix M(x) by the following constraint
∀x ∈ Ω, λ2(x) ≥ λ1(x), and inf
y∈Ω
λ1(y) = 1. (62)
The computation for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of
M(·) based on the image edge features will be presented
in Section 6.2.
5.2.2 Tubular Neighbourhood Decomposition
We introduce an operator uniondbl of curve concatenation (Mille
et al, 2015) defined being such that
(γ1 uniondbl γ2)(u) =
{
γ1(2u), if 0 ≤ u ≤ 12 ,
γ2(2u− 1), if 12 ≤ u ≤ 1,
(63)
where γ1 : [0, 1] → Ω and γ2 : [0, 1] → Ω are open curves
subject to γ1(1) = γ2(0).
In terms of the operator uniondbl, the curve CS can be decom-
posed to m successive open and re-parameterized curves
γj ∈ Lip([0, 1], US) being such that
CS = γ1 uniondbl γ2 uniondbl · · · uniondbl γm, (64)
where each curve γj travels from the point pj to the succes-
sive one. More precisely, one has{
γj(1) = γj+1(0), ∀j < m,
γm(1) = γ1(0), otherwise.
(65)
Next, we decompose each tubular neighbourhood US to a
family of open subdomains {Tj}1≤j≤m such that
Tj = T˜j ∪ {pj+1,pj}, ∀j < m,
and
Tm = T˜m ∪ {p1,pm},
where T˜j is defined for any 1 ≤ j ≤ m by
T˜j =
{
x ∈ Uk; ∀l 6= j,
min
0<u<1
‖x− γj(u)‖ < min
0<u<1
‖x− γl(u)‖
}
. (66)
We can see that each subdomain Tj can be considered as the
tubular neighbourhood of the open curve γj , as depicted in
Fig. 8c. In other words, the each open curve γj serves as the
centerline of the tubular neighbourhood Tj .
5.2.3 Disjoint Randers Geodesic Paths Extraction
Within each subdomain Tj ⊂ US and a pair of successive
points pj and pj+1, we estimate a geodesic distance map
Dpj : Tj → R+0 associated to the point pj as the solution to
the following Randers Eikonal PDE:
‖∇Dpj (x)− αVS(x)‖M−1(x) = 1, ∀x ∈ Tj\{pj}. (67)
with a boundary condition Dpj (pj) = 0.
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Fig. 12 Sampled points-based disjoint geodesic paths extraction. a Initialization. The initial curve is indicated by blue line and the sampled points
are denoted by red dots. b The extracted disjoint geodesic paths Gj , indicated by colored lines. c The new sampled points pj from each geodesic
path Gj . The red circles indicate the positions corresponding to the red dots shown in figure b. d The extracted geodesic paths using the sampled
points (red dots) in figure c
A geodesic path Gj can be tracked such that it connects
the point pj to its successive one. This can be done by
solving the gradient descent ODE (15) on the geodesic dis-
tance mapDpj by the numerical method proposed in (Mire-
beau, 2014a,b, 2019). Definitely, one can point out that each
geodesic path Gj lies within the subdomain Tj . We illustrate
this procedure in Figs. 8d to 8f.
Eventually, the output curve C∗ is generated via the con-
catenation of the geodesic paths Gj :
C∗ = G1 uniondbl G2 uniondbl · · · uniondbl Gm. (68)
Note that the intersection between two adjacent subdomains
Tj and Tj+1 is the point pj , which imposes that the output
curve C∗ is simple. We refer to (Mille et al, 2015) for the
importance of the simplicity property of the segmentation
contour. An instance of applying the prescribed points-based
disjoint paths extraction scheme for interactive image seg-
mentation is described in Fig. 11.
Remark 1 Recall that the input and output curves CS and C∗
can be respectively decomposed into open curves γj and Gj
with 1 ≤ j ≤ m, as formulated in Eqs. (64) and (68). The
curves γj and Gj have the identical source and end points,
i.e.
γj(0) = Gj(0), γj(1) = Gj(1).
Since Gj is a geodesic path linking pj to its successive one
associated to the Randers metric FS , we have
LS(Gj) ≤ LS(γj), ∀j = 1, 2, · · · ,m, (69)
where LS is the weighted curve length associated to FS , see
Eq. (60). For the fixed points-based disjoint geodesic paths
extraction scheme, the inequality (69) leads to an “energy
descent” property, in the sense that
m∑
j=1
LS(Gj) ≤
m∑
j=1
LS(γj).
5.3 Sampled Points-based Disjoint Geodesic Paths Scheme
In this section, we propose an alternative method for ex-
ploiting the Randers geodesic paths to generate the evolving
curves during curve evolution. Basically, this scheme differs
to the prescribed points-based method only in the initializa-
tion and tubular neighbourhood decomposition steps.
The initialization is assembled by a simple and closed
curve, from which we can extract a set of points distributed
in a clockwise order, which can be seen from Fig. 12a.
These points partition the curve into m open curves, each of
which links a pair of successive points and is defined over
the normalized range [0, 1]. During the curve evolution, the
input for the sampled points-based disjoint geodesic paths
extraction scheme is a set {γj}1≤j≤m involving m succes-
sive curves defined over the normalized range [0, 1], satisfy-
ing that γj(1) = γj+1(0). The end-to-end concatenation of
these curves is a simple and closed curve
CS = γ1 uniondbl γ2 uniondbl · · · uniondbl γm,
where the interior region is the shape S ⊂ Ω. Based on
the curve CS , we perform the metric construction procedure,
using the method presented in Section 5.2.1, to obtain the
tubular neighbourhood US and the Randers metric FS .
In tubular neighbourhood decomposition, we first sam-
ple a point pj from each input open curve γj as follows
pj = γj(νj), (70)
where νj ∈ (0, 1) is a scalar value defined being such that
the point pj splits the curve γj to two portions of equivalent
Euclidean curve length. We show an example for the sam-
pled points in Fig. 12c. After that one can decompose US
to a series of subdomains Tj , which serve as the domains
for the computation of piecewise geodesic paths. The con-
struction of Tj is carried out through Eq. (66), where the
corresponding centerline is the concatenation of the curves
γj |νj→1 and γj+1|0→νj+1 .
We can now implement the disjoint geodesic paths ex-
traction as described in Section 5.2.3 to generate the piece-
wise geodesic paths {Gj}1≤j≤m defined over the range [0, 1],
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in conjunction with the tubular region Tj , both are indexed
by 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Each geodesic path Gj links a sampled
point pj to the successive one pj+1, as depicted in Figs. 12b
and 12d. The output curve C∗ is derived from the concate-
nation of Gj in an end-to-end manner, i.e.
C∗ = G1 uniondbl G2 uniondbl · · · uniondbl Gm.
Note that these geodesic paths Gj for 1 ≤ j ≤ m are taken
as the input for next iteration.
Eventually, we make use of state-of-the-art Finsler vari-
ant of the fast marching method proposed in (Mirebeau,
2014b) as our numerical solver, where the algorithm is pre-
sented in Appendix B.
5.4 Solving the Balloon Active Contour Model
In this section, we show that the balloon force (Cohen, 1991)
derived from the prescribed edges can also be incorporated
into the proposed framework, leading to a geodesic path
solution to the simplified balloon active contour model. This
can be done through the establishment of a region-based
functional (Cohen and Cohen, 1993; Chen and Cohen, 2017),
which can be formulated by
Ψballoon(χ℘) =
∫
Ω
bχ℘(x)dx, (71)
where b ∈ {−1, 1} is a constant value. Specifically, for
the case of b = −1 the initial curve can be driven by the
balloon force expanding from the positions inside the target
till reaching the boundary. If b = 1, the active contour will
evolute in a shrinking manner from the current state.
The equation (71) relates the balloon force to the region-
based functional Ψballoon. By integrating with the regular-
ization term LR, the complete form of the balloon active
contour energy functional can be written as
Jballoon(χ℘) = αΨballoon(χ℘) + LR(C℘), (72)
which also involves a region-based term and a curve length-
based regularization term. Hence we can solve the edge-
based balloon active contour model by the proposed Eikonal
active contour framework.
The gradient of the functional Ψballoon at χS can be
formulated as follows
ξS ≡ b. (73)
Due to the Riemannian metric-based regularization term LR
in Eq. (72), the edge-based anisotropy features derived from
the image gradients can be naturally incorporated in the
course of the curve evolution. Notice in the remaining of
this paper, we refer to this model as Eikonal balloon active
contour model.
6 Implementation Consideration
6.1 Enlarging Tubular Neighbourhood
For a shape S, by reducing the thickness of the related
tubular neighbourhood US , we can limit its area Leb(US)
as well, and thus obtain a sufficiently small vector field VS
according to Proposition 1. However, this will also limit the
searching region for the next evolving curve, which may
ultimately lead the model to failure if the neighbourhood
thickness is less than the pixel size. In order to mitigate this
issue, a simple and intuitive way is to limit the range of the
parameter α, in terms of Eq. (42), as follows
0 ≤ α ≤ sup
x∈US
{
1√〈VS(x),M−1(x)VS(x)〉
}
. (74)
As an example, one can set the parameter α as
α =
1
ε˜+ ‖VS‖L∞(US)
, (75)
where ε˜ ∈ R+ is a constant. The use of equation (75) is due
to the constraint (62) to the tensor field M. However, small
values of α may reduce the importance of the vector field
VS during the computation of geodesic paths.
Alternatively, we consider to build a variant of the Ran-
ders metricFS using a nonlinear mapping, such that the pro-
posed Eikonal active contour model is able to be efficiently
implemented.
6.1.1 Nonlinear Mapping for Randers Metric Construction
In this section, let us first take into account a nonlinear
mapping ψ, which satisfies the following three properties:
(a). ψ(a) ≤ 1 for all a ∈ R.
(b). ψ(a) = a+ o(a) for small values of a ∈ R+0 .
(c). ψ is monotonically increasing over the range (0,∞).
The property (a) is required in order to guarantee the positive
definiteness of the Randers metric, since the tensor field M
should satisfy (62).
By a nonlinear function ψ, one can reconstruct an alter-
native vector field WS ∈ L2(US ,R2) for all x ∈ US such
that WS(x) = 0 if ‖VS(x)‖ = 0, and otherwise
WS(x) = ψ(α‖VS(x)‖)αVS(x), (76)
where α ∈ R+ is a scalar-valued parameter and ψ is a
nonlinear mapping which can be defined by
ψ(a) =
1− exp(−a)
a
, ∀a ∈ R+. (77)
Now we are able to establish a new Randers metric FS
associated to the vector field WS as follows:
FS(x,u) = ‖u‖M(x) + 〈WS(x),u〉 (78)
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which yields a new weighted curve length
LS(γ) =
∫ 1
0
FS(γ(u), γ
′(u))du. (79)
By the definition of φ, the positive definiteness condition for
the Randers metric FS automatically holds.
Discussion. As in the disjoint geodesic paths scheme, the
goal is to find an asymmetric geodesic path within each sub-
region Tj , which travels from pj to its successive one pj+1.
In this way, the minimization of the functionalLS associated
to FS is transferred to the problem of finding the minimal
length of LS associated to the variant metric FS . There
are in fact slight differences between those minimization
problems, due to the implementation of a nonlinear func-
tion ψ. However, the vector VS(x) for each point x in the
tubular neighbourhood is positively proportional to the re-
constructed one WS(x), yielding the relevance between the
minimization problems of LS and LS . In other words, the
minimizing curve between pj and pj+1 still passes through
the regions involving image features of interest. Thus the
introduction of the nonlinear mapping ψ will not modify
both goals of the minimization problems and we indeed
obtain promising and reasonable image segmentation results
through the new Randers metric FS .
Finally, by exploiting either a limited value of α or the
nonlinear mapping φ to build the Randers metrics, a tubu-
lar neighbourhood US of small area is still preferable in
order to reduce the risk of shortcuts problem in the dis-
joint geodesic paths extraction scheme. In next section, we
present a method for constructing an asymmetric variant of
the tubular neighbourhoodUS , by suppressing the redundant
components from US , in terms of the gradient ξS .
6.1.2 Asymmetric Tubular Neighbourhood Construction
By solving the Eikonal PDE (28), the tubular neighbourhood
US is assumed to be symmetrically centred at ∂S. How-
ever, the efficiency of the proposed geodesic path extraction
schemes can be improved by using a non-centred tubular
neighbourhood, based on a guess on the likely evolution
directions of the shape boundary. In other words, a subdo-
main involved by US can be predicted, such that it proba-
bly covers the minimizing curve. Thus a possible way is to
suppress the area of the complemental set to the predicted
set. For this purpose, we impose an asymmetric property
to the tubular neighbourhood US . In the symmetric case,
the neighbourhood US is derived by seeking the `-level set
of a Euclidean distance map, which is estimated using the
Eikonal PDE with respect to a constant potential function of
value 1. In order to get an asymmetric one, we propose to
assign large values to the potential function at the points for
which we expect to remove from US .
Fig. 13 Visualization for symmetric and asymmetric tubular neigh-
bourhoods in different curve evolution steps. The red lines in columns
1 and 2 correspond to the boundaries of the given shape S in
the initial and intermediate iterations, respectively. The coloured
regions in each figure indicate tubular neighbourhood regions. Row 1:
Symmetric tubular neighbourhood. Row 2: Asymmetric variant tubular
neighbourhood. Row 3: The difference between the asymmetric and
symmetric tubular neighbourhoods
We take into account two subsets of the image domain
Ω generated using a small scalar constant c ∈ R+0
DS =
{
x ∈ S; ξS(x) ≥ c sup
x∈Ω
|ξS(x)|
}
∪
{
x ∈ Ω\S; ξS(x) ≤ −c sup
x∈Ω
|ξS(x)|
}
, (80)
and by
D0S =
{
x ∈ Ω; |ξS(x)| < c sup
x∈Ω
|ξS(x)|
}
. (81)
In default, we set c = 0.1 for all the experiments.
Now let us consider a potential PˆS which is defined by
means of a scalar value υasy ∈ (0, 1] as follows
PˆS(x) =

υasy, ∀x ∈ DS ,
1, ∀x ∈ D0S ,
υ−1asy, otherwise.
(82)
Suppose that the symmetric tubular neighbourhood US is
constructed by identifying the points for which the Euclidean
distances to the centerline ∂S are less than `. We now solve
a new isotropic Eikonal PDE associated to the potential PS{
‖∇D∂S(x)‖ = PS(x), ∀x ∈ US\∂S,
D∂S(x) = 0, ∀x ∈ ∂S.
(83)
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to generate a geodesic distance map D∂S over the tubular
neighbourhood US . Then we look for an asymmetric variant
of the tubular neighbourhood UˆS ⊂ US
UˆS = {x ∈ US ; D∂S(x) < `}. (84)
In Fig. 13, we show the examples respectively for the
symmetric and asymmetric tubular neighbourhoods. In this
experiment, we set the parameters υ = 0.2 and ` = 20
for the construction of the tubular neighbourhoods. In this
experiment, we apply the Bhattacharyya coefficient of two
probability distribution functions (Michailovich et al, 2007)
as the region-based homogeneity criterion.
6.2 Edge-based Tensor Field M
As formulated in Eq. (62), the assumption λ2(·) ≥ λ1(·) im-
plies that the eigenvectors ϑ1(·) indicate the edge directions.
In this paper, the computation for the eigenvalues λi and the
eigenvectors ϑi (for i = 1, 2) of the tensor fieldM is carried
out through the image edge features which involve both the
image edge appearance and anisotropy information. In the
remaining of this section, we first introduce an edge feature
computation method for vector-valued images (Di Zenzo,
1986; Sapiro, 1997), following which the particular case for
scalar-valued images will be discussed.
Edge Appearance Feature. Let I = (I1, I2, I3) : Ω → R3 be
a vector-valued image in the RGB color space. A Jacobian
matrix Jσ(·) of size 2× 3 can be built by
Jσ(x) =
(
∂xGσ ∗ I1, ∂xGσ ∗ I2, ∂xGσ ∗ I3
∂yGσ ∗ I1, ∂yGσ ∗ I2, ∂yGσ ∗ I3
)
(x), (85)
where Gσ is a Gaussian kernel with variance σ and ∂xGσ
(resp. ∂yGσ) denotes the first-order derivative of the kernel
Gσ along the axis x (resp. the axis y). In this paper, we set
σ = 1 for all the experiments.
The edge appearance features can be described through
a scalar-valued function g : Ω → R+0 which assigns to each
point x the Frobenius norm of the matrix Jσ(x)
g =
√√√√ 3∑
n=1
(
(∂xGσ ∗ In)2 + (∂yGσ ∗ In)2
)
. (86)
As discussed above, the eigenvalues λ1(·) and λ2(·) of the
matrix M(·) should obey the constraint (62). For this pur-
pose, we compute these eigenvalues for each point x by
λ1(x) = exp(βdata(‖g‖L∞(Ω) − g(x))), (87)
and
λ2(x) = λ1(x) exp(βaniso g(x)), (88)
where βdata and βaniso are two positive constants. Then one
can obtain that λ2(x) ≥ λ1(x) for any point x ∈ Ω and
infx∈Ω λ1(x) = 1.
Edge Anisotropy Feature. The image edge anisotropy fea-
tures can be characterized by the vector field ϑ1 used in
Eq. (61). The anisotropy feature vector ϑ1(x) depicts the
direction that an image edge should have at an edge point
x. According to the method introduced in (Di Zenzo, 1986;
Sapiro, 1997), the anisotropy feature vector ϑ1(x) at x can
be set as the eigenvector corresponding to the smaller eigen-
value of a matrix Q(x) formulated by
Q(x) = Jσ(x)Jσ(x)
T + 3 Id,
where 3 ∈ R+ is a sufficiently small constant to avoid
singularity. The vector field ϑ2 thus can be obtained using
the relationship 〈ϑ2(x), ϑ1(x)〉 = 0, ∀x ∈ Ω.
We have presented the construction method for the ten-
sor field M with respect to vector-value images. Obviously
this method includes the gray level images as a particular
case. Let I : Ω → R be a gray level image. The appearance
feature map g then gets to
g =
√
(∂xGσ ∗ I)2 + (∂yGσ ∗ I)2. (89)
The anisotropy feature vector field ϑ1 is defined by
ϑ1(x) =
(
(∂xGσ ∗ I)(x), (∂yGσ ∗ I)(x)
)T
g(x)
for g(x) 6= 0, and otherwise ϑ1(x) = (0, 1)T .
Notice that in our previous work (Chen et al, 2016), we
only utilize an isotropic tensor field M(·) = λ1(·) Id, where
the parameter βaniso is set as 0, yielding λ1 ≡ λ2. As a
consequence, only the image edge appearance features are
taken into consideration and the associated geodesic paths
cannot benefit from the edge anisotropy information.
6.3 Anisotropy Ratio Analysis for a Randers Metric
The anisotropy ratio µ ∈ [1,∞) of a Finsler metric F can
be defined by
µ(F) = sup
x∈Ω
{
max
‖u‖=‖v‖=1
{F(x,v)
F(x,u)
}}
. (90)
In this appendix, we present the analysis for the anisotropy
ratio of a general Randers metric F of the form (7). By the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, one has
〈V(x),u〉 = 〈M− 12 (x)V(x),M 12 (x)u〉
≤ ‖V(x)‖M−1(x) ‖u‖M(x).
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Then we obtain the following inequalities
F(x,u) ≤ ‖u‖M(x)
(
1 + ‖V(x)‖M−1(x)
)
≤ λ2(x)‖u‖
(
1 + ‖V(x)‖M−1(x)
)
, (91)
and
F(x,v) ≥ ‖v‖M(x)
(
1− ‖V(x)‖M−1(x)
)
≥ λ1(x)‖v‖
(
1− ‖V(x)‖M−1(x)
)
. (92)
Recall that λ2(x) and λ1(x) with λ2(x) ≥ λ1(x) are the
eigenvalues of the matrix M(x).
Integrating the equations (91), (92) and (90), we can
evaluate the ratio µ(F) as
µ(F) ≤ sup
x∈Ω
{
λ2(x)
λ1(x)
(
1 + ‖V(x)‖M−1(x)
1− ‖V(x)‖M−1(x)
)}
. (93)
On the other hand, the anisotropy ratio µ(F) obeys
µ(F) ≥ sup
x∈Ω
{ F(x,M−1(x)V(x))
F(x,−M−1(x)V(x))
}
= sup
x∈Ω
{
1 + ‖V(x)‖M−1(x)
1− ‖V(x)‖M−1(x)
}
. (94)
With respect to the Randers metric FS as defined in
Eq. (78), the anisotropy ratio µ(FS) is determined by both
the tensor field M and the vector field WS . If one keeps
M being fixed, then the values of µ(FS) are dominated by
the magnitude of ‖WS‖. More specifically, a high value of α
leads to a high anisotropy ratio µ(FS). During the estimation
of the geodesic distance via the Finsler variant of the fast
marching method (Mirebeau, 2014b), a Randers metric of
strong anisotropy ratio gives high importance to the region-
based homogeneity information. On the other hand, large
sizes of discretization stencils are required to accurately es-
timate the geodesic distance values, which may increase the
numerical cost and simultaneously reduce the locality.
7 Experimental Results
In this section, we verify the ability of the proposed model in
searching for the boundaries of the targets on both synthetic
and real images. Unless otherwise specified, in most of the
experiments for the proposed model, the extraction of closed
curves is carried out by the prescribed points-based disjoint
geodesic paths extraction scheme and the Randers metrics
FS is constructed using the Bhattacharyya coefficient of
two probability distribution functions. Among these experi-
ments, we first discuss the influence from the tubular neigh-
bourhood and from the tensor field M. Then we perform
the comparison between the proposed method and state-
of-the-art minimal paths-based image segmentation algo-
rithms, mainly on a sample of the Grabcut dataset (Rother
et al, 2004).
7.1 Parameter Setting
The key ingredients of the region-based Eikonal active con-
tours mainly comprise of the construction for the Randers
metric FS and the tubular neighbourhood US . Therefore, the
relevant parameters should be properly configured in order
to find accurate segmentation.
Parameters for Randers Metrics. Providing that a shape S is
given, the Randers metric FS defined in Eq. (78) is com-
prised of a vector field WS and a tensor field M. In the
remaining numerical experiments, we make use of the non-
linear mapping method to generate the vector field WS ,
which relies on the positive scalar-valued parameter α. For
practical implementation and in order to simplify the pa-
rameter setting, we express α by ‖WS‖∞ and a new scalar-
valued parameter α˜ ∈ R+ as follows
α =
α˜
‖WS‖∞ . (95)
When constructing the vector fieldWS , we set α˜ to be a pos-
itive constant. As a consequence, the values of the parameter
α are adaptively assigned during the curve evolution, since
the norms ‖WS‖∞ vary in each iteration depending on the
asymmetric tubular neighbourhood regions. The parameter
α˜ dominates the relative importance between the regulariza-
tion term (i.e., the tensor fieldM) and the region-based sim-
ilarity criterion, which should be tuned separately for each
individual image. In the following experiments, the values
of the parameter α˜ are typically set to 5 or to 7 depending
on the images to process. For the construction of the tensor
fieldM as discussed in Section 6.2, there are two parameters
βdata and βaniso should be assembled. Typically, the weights
for the tensor field M are set to βdata ∈ {0.5, 2, 3}, and
βaniso = 1 in the experiments of this section. Note that the
parameter βaniso will be automatically set to 0 if βdata = 0.
Parameters for Asymmetric Tubular Neighbourhood. In or-
der to construct the asymmetric variant of tubular neighbour-
hood, one should provide the values for the relevant parame-
ters ` and υ, as introduced in Section 6.1.2. They determine
the constrained region for the minimal paths computation.
An example of the effects on the convergence rate of curve
evolution with respect to different values of the parameter
` are described in Fig. 14b. The initial curve and the pre-
scribed points are shown in Fig. 14a. In this experiment, the
convergence rate is assessed via the Jaccard accuracy score
which can be defined as follows:
J(S, T ) =
|S ∩ T |
|S ∪ T | , (96)
where S ⊂ Ω denotes the region enclosed by the closed
curve yielded by the considered segmentation models and T
is the region derived from the ground truth. During the seg-
mentation process, we apply the sample points-based scheme
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Fig. 14 The course of the curve evolution with respect to different maximal radius values of the tubular neighbourhood. a-c The values of the
parameter ` are respectively set as 8, 15 and 20. The red dots are the prescribed points. d The plots of the Jaccard scores with respect to different
values of the parameter `
Fig. 15 Image Segmentation via prescribed points-based scheme with respect to different tensor fields M. a Initialization. The prescribed points
are indicated by red dots. b The image edge appearance features g derived from the image gradients. c Image segmentation using weights βdata =
βaniso = 0. d Image segmentation using weights βdata = 2 and βaniso = 1
Fig. 16 Qualitative comparison with the combination of paths model and the RSF minimal path model on synthetic images. Column 1: Original
synthetic images. Columns 2 to 5: The segmentation results from the combination of paths model, the RSF minimal path model and the proposed
Eikonal active contours with polygon construction method and with edge simplicity method, respectively
for the extraction of disjoint geodesic paths. The original
image with an initial curve is shown in Fig. 12a. Using a
small value of ` may increase the total number of iterations
required by the proposed model, as depicted in Fig. 14a.
However, a high value of ` corresponds to a tubular neigh-
bourhood of large size, which may increase the risk of short-
cuts problem. As a tradeoff between the efficiency and accu-
racy of segmentation, we fix ` = 15 and set υ ∈ {0.2, 0.5}.
Specially, in case the considered region-based homogeneity
criterion is suitable for the segmentation issue to solve, one
can choose υ = 0.2 to accelerate the convergence of curve
evolution. Otherwise, the values of υ = 0.5 is preferable.
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Fig. 17 Qualitative comparison with the combination of paths model and the RSF minimal path model on the images from the Grabcut dataset.
Column 1: Visualization for the image edge appearance feature map. Columns 2 to 5: The segmentation results from the combination of paths
model, the RSF minimal path model and the proposed Eikonal active contours initialized through the polygon construction method and the edge
simplicity initialization method, respectively
7.2 Effects on the Tensor Field M
In case the tensor field M is computed using the image
gradients as discussed in Section 6.2, the edge-based infor-
mation is thus taken into consideration. It is known that the
image gradients are local features. The use of an edge-based
tensor field allows the extracted piecewise geodesic paths to
benefit from the user intervention, especially when applying
the prescribed points-based scheme based on the globally
region-based homogeneity criteria, for instances the piece-
wise constant-based criterion (Chan et al, 2000; Chan and
Vese, 2001) and the histogram-based criteria (Michailovich
et al, 2007; Houhou et al, 2009), for interactive image seg-
mentation. In Fig. 15, we illustrate the effects of the ten-
sor field M on image segmentation through the prescribed
points-based scheme. The prescribed points are indicated by
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red dots as depicted in Fig. 15a and the edge appearance
features g is shown in Fig. 15b. The initialization is carried
out by the polygon construction scheme. In Fig. 15c, we set
the tensor field to be independent to the image gradient, i.e.
βdata = βaniso = 0. From this figure one can observe the
curve leaks into the image background. By setting βdata = 2
and βaniso = 1, the resulting curve can accurately depict the
desired boundary, see Fig. 15d. In this experiment, we make
use of the piecewise constant-type homogeneity term (Chan
and Vese, 2001) to build the Randers metrics.
7.3 Comparison with Existing State-of-the-art Minimal
Path Models
In this section, we compare the region-based Eikonal active
contours to the state-of-the-art minimal path models, involv-
ing the path combination model (Mille et al, 2015) and the
curvature-penalized minimal paths (Chen et al, 2017; Duits
et al, 2018; Bekkers et al, 2015, 2018).
ReedsShepp Forward Minimal Path Model. The curvature-
penalized geodesic metrics, such as the Finsler elastica met-
ric (Chen and Cohen, 2017) and the ReedsShepp forward
(RSF) metric (Duits et al, 2018), are established over an
orientation-lifted space Ω × S1 where S1 = R\(2piZ) de-
notes the circle. In the experiments of this section, we choose
the RSF metric for comparison, since it requires less com-
putation complexity for geodesic distance estimation (Mire-
beau, 2018) than the Finsler elastica metric. We build the
data-driven cost function for the RSF metric using the orien-
tation scores which rely on the high-order Canny-like steer-
able filter (Jacob and Unser, 2004).
Given a set of prescribed points pj with known order,
we exploit a slight variant of the iterative closed contour
detection scheme introduced by Chen et al (2017) to seek
the boundaries of the targets. Firstly, each point pj is lifted
to the space Ω × S1 such that pj corresponds to (pj , θj)
and (pj , θj + pi). The variable θj ∈ S1 denotes the ori-
entation that an image edge should have at pj , which can
be estimated from the orientation scores. In case j = 1,
we get four curvature-penalized geodesic curves which take
either (p1, θ1) or (pj , θ1 + pi) as the source point, and take
either (p2, θ2) or (p2, θ2 + pi) as the end point. Among
them we choose the one with lowest geodesic distance, for
which source and end points are respectively denoted by
(p1, θ
∗
1) and (p2, θ
∗
2). This can be done by performing the
fast marching algorithm once as introduced in (Chen et al,
2017). In next step, we can obtain two curvature-penalized
curves, which respectively link the point (p2, θ∗2) to the
orientation-lifted points (p3, θ3) and (p3, θ3 + pi). Form
them we again choose the one with smallest geodesic dis-
tance to construct the closed contour. This procedure will be
performed till the geodesic curve, which takes (p1, θ∗1) as
the end point, is detected.
Combination of Paths Model. In the experiments, we com-
pute the image gradients-based potential Pcomb for the com-
bination of paths model by the method proposed by Mille
et al (2015). Taking into account the image edge appearance
feature g defined in Eqs. (86) and (89), the potential Pcomb
can be expressed as
Pcomb(x) = comb +max(0, 1− βcomb g(x)),
where comb ∈ R+ is a parameter that controls the regu-
larization of minimal paths, and the weight βcomb ∈ R+
dominates the importance of the image appearance features.
In the following experiments, the regularization parameter
comb is set to 0.01 while βcomb is tuned separately for each
individual image.
Qualitative Comparison. The minimal paths derived from
the combination of paths model and the RSF minimal path
model heavily rely on the image edge appearance features
which are usually established by the image gradients. In case
the edge appearance features are insufficiently reliable, the
corresponding edge-based minimal paths may suffer from
inaccuracy for image segmentation. We illustrate the quali-
tative comparison in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17, where the exper-
iments are respectively performed on synthetic images and
on a sample of the Grabcut dataset (Alpert et al, 2012).
In the first row of Fig. 16, we can see that the foreground
of the synthetic image, see column 1, is comprised of dense
small-blocks of strong intensities while the background in-
volves sparse small blocks, hence the edge appearance fea-
tures for the target are not saliency enough. As a result, the
combination of paths model fails to follow the target bound-
ary, as depicted in column 2 and row 1. In column 3, we
observe the similar segmentation result from the RSF mini-
mal path model, for which the obtained contour suffers from
the shortcut problem. In columns 4 and 5 of the first row,
we demonstrate the segmentation results derived from the
Eikonal active contours initialized by the polygon construc-
tion method and the edge simplicity method, respectively.
In the second row of Fig. 16, several cracks with low gray
levels pass through the foreground, yielding stronger edge
appearance features than the target boundaries. As depicted
in columns 2 and 3 of the second row, the segmentation
curves, respectively from the combination of paths model
and the RSF minimal path model, favour to detect these
spurious boundaries generated by the cracks. While in the
last two columns of row 2, the results from the proposed
Eikonal active contours with different initialization methods
can accurately follow the target boundaries, thanks to the
region-based homogeneity information.
In Fig. 17, we show the comparison results between the
proposed Eikonal active contours model, the combination
of paths model and the RSF minimal path model on a sam-
ple of the Grabcut dataset (Rother et al, 2004), as depicted
in columns 2 to 3, respectively. The corresponding edge
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Fig. 18 Comparison with the combination of paths model and the RSF minimal path model on the images interrupted by arbitrary straight
segments. Columns 1 to 5: The segmentation results from the combination of paths model, the RSF minimal path model and the proposed Eikonal
active contours initialized by the polygon construction method and the edge simplicity method, respectively
Fig. 19 Qualitative comparison with the combination of paths model
on texture images. Column 1: the original texture images. Columns
2 and 3: the segmentation results from the combination of paths
model and from the proposed Eikonal active contours initialized by
the polygon construction method, respectively
appearance features are illustrate in column 1 for which
high gray levels indicate strong appearance features. The
segmentation results for the proposed models with polygon
construction and edge simplicity initialization methods are
illustrated in column 4 and 5. In the first three columns, one
can see that the segmentation curves from both the com-
bination of paths model and the RSF model take shortcuts
through the target objects or take leakages over the back-
ground, due to the effects from the complex appearance
features. In other words, there exist many non-target edges
around the object boundaries, which may introduce unex-
pected influence to segmentation results. Rows 4 and 5 re-
spectively depict the segmentation curves from the proposed
Eikonal active contours initialized by the polygon construc-
tion and edge simplicity methods. In both initialization cases,
the proposed models are able to blend the benefits from
both edge- and region-based information, hence are able to
yield suitable segmentation curves. All the considered mod-
els achieve good segmentation results as depicted in row 4,
since most of the target boundaries correspond to significant
appearance features. We also observe that the combination
of paths model yields slight leakage, which is mainly caused
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Table 1 Quantitative comparisons between the combination of paths model, the RSF minimal path model and the proposed Eikonal active contours
in terms of the statistical values of the Jaccard scores (in percentage) evaluated over 30 runs per image
Image Combination of Paths RSF Minimal Path Eikonal AC - Polygon Eikonal AC - Edge Simplicity
Mean Max Min Std Mean Max Min Std Mean Max Min Std Mean Max Min Std
Synthetic I 42.1 67.6 17.6 0.14 64.1 98.2 21.4 0.23 98.6 98.8 98.4 ≈ 0 98.6 98.8 98.4 ≈ 0
Synthetic II 61.1 98.2 24.3 0.18 34.6 66.2 3.7 0.19 96.7 96.9 96.6 ≈ 0 96.7 97.0 96.6 ≈ 0
BUSH 63.9 80.1 40.4 0.12 54.8 83.5 21.3 0.13 77.1 87.8 38.8 0.13 81.5 91.2 37.3 0.13
BOOK 84.4 93.9 8.0 0.20 81.9 92.0 2.0 0.27 91.7 92.2 90.5 ≈ 0 91.8 92.6 90.4 ≈ 0
LLAMA 62.4 79.3 20.2 0.12 40.6 68.1 8.0 0.17 71.9 93.9 36.3 0.18 81.0 93.9 49.1 0.15
DOLL 95.8 98.2 80.9 0.04 80.2 98.1 1.0 0.33 89.9 99.1 66.6 0.09 97.1 99.2 87.7 0.04
MUSIC 96.5 98.7 86.3 ≈ 0 97.2 98.8 91.0 ≈ 0 92.8 98.3 76.8 0.05 97.1 98.6 96.9 ≈ 0
FLOWER 97.5 98.3 85.7 0.02 86.1 98.5 1.1 0.26 95.1 99.0 64.8 0.10 99.0 99.0 98.9 ≈ 0
SHEEP 85.6 92.0 57.4 0.08 68.6 92.1 2.4 0.32 90.9 93.4 85.5 0.02 90.3 93.4 85.5 0.02
STONE1 76.9 98.4 19.5 0.28 60.0 98.9 1.3 0.48 79.3 99.1 52.7 0.10 91.1 98.0 60.0 0.11
STONE2 89.9 99.0 27.1 0.21 69.6 99.1 1.0 0.46 89.2 99.1 76.9 0.10 98.3 99.1 76.9 0.04
BANANA1 58.5 92.7 18.0 0.27 57.3 94.7 3.2 0.43 65.9 91.4 40.7 0.14 88.1 96.6 60.6 0.09
BANANA2 86.7 91.8 81.0 0.02 72.3 91.6 11.6 0.26 67.4 81.2 49.5 0.09 87.2 92.5 73.9 0.04
BANANA3 67.8 92.2 18.5 0.18 83.3 95.1 41.4 0.10 75.1 92.5 49.8 0.11 83.5 94.8 56.0 0.11
by influence from the complex non-target edges. In row
6, the closed curve generated from the RSF model takes
shortcut through the top of the object, since the RSF model
prefers to pass through the way of low curvature and the cor-
responding boundary appears as a curve of strong curvature.
Finally, one can point out that the proposed Eikonal active
contours model with both initialization methods are able to
successfully detect the target boundaries.
In Fig. 18, we demonstrate the image segmentation re-
sults of the combination of paths model, the RSF minimal
path model and the Eikonal active contours with polygon
construction method on an image interrupted by different
number of straight segments. The number of interrupting
segments increases from rows 1 to 3. These segments, which
correspond to white color in the image, will produce strong
edge appearance features, thus introducing strong influence
to the performance of the compared models. In row 1, all
the considered models have achieved accurate results since
there are only few white segments. However, as the number
of white segments increasing, the results from the combi-
nation of paths and RSF minimal path models, as depicted
in columns 1 and 2, take some interrupting segments as a
portion of the target boundaries. The proposed model obtain
favourable segmentation results since the curve evolution
partially driven by the region-based homogeneity informa-
tion.
We depict the comparison results between the combina-
tion of paths model and the proposed one initialized by poly-
gon construction on two synthetic texture images4 in Fig. 19.
The original texture images are illustrated in column 1. The
segmentation results from the combination of paths model
and the proposed one are respectively shown in columns 2
and 3. We can see that the segmentation curves from the
combination of paths model suffer from shortcuts problem
while the proposed model is able to get the correct ob-
jects. For the proposed model, we exploit the Bhattacharyya
coefficients and the nonlocal pairwise similarity measure
with one-dimensional Wasserstein distance as the region-
based homogeneity criteria in the first and second rows,
respectively.
Quantitative Comparison. In the qualitative study, we have
provided several comparison examples on a sample of the
Grabcut dataset. The user-specified points in those experi-
ments are supposed to be a suitable sampling along the tar-
get boundaries for the purpose of favourable segmentation.
However, such a prior knowledge provided by experienced
user may introduce bias on the evaluation for the proposed
model (Mille et al, 2015). In order to fairly evaluate the
performance of the proposed model, we launch the proposed
model 30 times on each tested image. The prescribed points
in each test are chosen from the target boundary in a random
way. Recall that m is the number of the prescribed points.
As considered in (Mille et al, 2015), the target boundary is
first split intom disjoint segments of equivalent length. This
is done by randomly sampling a position from the boundary
4 The images are obtained from (Jung et al, 2012)
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Fig. 20 Examples for image segmentation based on the Eikonal active contours with the sampled points-based scheme. The red dash lines
are the initial curves and the blue solid curves indicate the final segmentation results. The region-based functional Ψ used in columns 1
to 4 respectively correspond to the normalized non-local pairwise similarity measure (Jung et al, 2012), the histogram-based Bhattacharyya
coefficient (Michailovich et al, 2007), the piecewise constant-based term (Chan et al, 2000) and its variant with bias correction term (Li et al, 2011)
and taking it as the initial point of the first segment. After
that each segment will be divided into two subsegments,
where the first subsegment near the initial point of the seg-
ment gives the safety margin, and the second one covers a
prescribed point.
In our experiments, we set the length of the safety mar-
gin as 30% of each segment5. The quantitative evaluation
is performed on two synthetic images and 12 images from
the Grabcut dataset. Note that the images Synthetic-I and
Synthetic-II are respectively depicted in the first and sec-
ond rows of Fig. 16. For each test image, we split the tar-
get boundary into segments for 3 times and in each time
we randomly choose 10 sets of prescribed points, where
the target boundaries are derived from the binary-valued
ground truth image. The mean, maximum, minimum and the
standard deviation values of the Jaccard scores over the 30
runs per image are summarized in Table 1. We can see that
the Eikonal active contours, initialized by either polygon
construction or edge simplicity, have obtained non-trivial
improvement to the combination of paths and RSF mini-
mal path models on the synthetic and BUSH, BOOK and
LLAMA images. The quantitative evaluation results prove
that using region-based homogeneity criteria indeed is ca-
pable of encouraging satisfactory segmentation, especially
when the image gradients cannot contribute sufficient infor-
mation for adequately defining the objective boundaries. In
addition, for the two synthetic images the proposed models
significantly improve the segmentation accuracy comparing
to the other two models, since the region-based information,
derived from favourable homogeneity criteria, has a strong
ability to cope with segmentation issues where the image
gradients are not reliable.
For the DOLL, MUSIC and FLOWER images, both the
combination of paths Eikonal active contours models have
achieved very high accuracy in terms of Jaccard scores.
One can see that the objective boundaries of these images
are well defined by edge appearance features, hence the
minimal paths depending only on the edge information still
5 In other words, the length ratio between the safety margin and the
second subsegment is 3/7.
can accurately extract the target features. As a general re-
mark regarding the MUSIC image, the RSF model obtains
the highest average and maximum values of Jaccard scores
among all the models. The edge appearance features for
the target boundaries appear smooth (i.e., of low curvature),
leading to the best performance of the RSF model. Hence
integrating the proposed Randers metric involving the re-
gion information with the RSF model is likely to obtain
promising results in the situation that the region-based ho-
mogeneity criteria are unfavourable, which we leave to the
future work.
As depicted in Table 1, the performance of the Eikonal
active contours initialized by edge simplicity have achieved
the highest mean Jaccard scores over all the tested images.
One can point out that using the edge simplicity method
for Eikonal active contours indeed improves the robustness
of the polygon construction method, since the initial curves
depending on the edge information are more relevant to the
target boundaries comparing to the polygons. In case the
object is very complex, a proper initial curve likely yields a
suitable segmentation due to the consideration of the edge-
based tensor field in these experiments. Overall, we still
observe in Table 1 that the Eikonal active contours with
polygon construction yield better, or at least comparable
results among most of the tests.
Discussion and Future Work. The Eikonal active contours
with sampled points-based disjoint geodesic paths extrac-
tion scheme exploits a simple closed curve as initializa-
tion instead of fixed vertices. We illustrate in Fig. 20 some
image segmentation examples for this scheme, where the
segmentation results indeed extract the target boundaries.
For two-phase image segmentation applications, a limitation
for our model is that it requires additional procedures to
deal with the topology changes. However, the Eikonal active
contours with sampled points-based scheme can be naturally
applied for multi-region segmentation, where the boundaries
of adjacent objects in one image can be modeled as a set of
minimal geodesic paths driven by edge- and region-based
information.
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8 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a new solution to the curve evolu-
tion and image segmentation problems based on the Eikonal
PDE framework, which bridges the gap between the region-
based active contours and the minimal geodesic path com-
putation. This connection is established through an asym-
metric Randers metric which is embedded with region-based
homogeneity information. The region-based active contour
functional can be transformed to a weighted curve length
in conjunction with a sufficiently small tubular region. The
core contributions of this paper lie at the construction of the
Randers metric which is able to take into account the region-
based homogeneity penalization and the edge anisotropy
information. For practical image segmentation applications,
we propose two disjoint geodesic path extraction strategies,
respectively relying on a prescribed points scheme and a
sampled point scheme. The comparison results against the
combination of paths and the RSF minimal path model illus-
trate the advantages of taking the region-based homogeneity
information for the computation of minimal paths and for
image segmentation.
Appendices
Appendix A Gradient Computation for Three
Region-based Homogeneity Penalization Terms
In this appendix we introduce some examples for the region-
based homogeneity penalization terms which are widely used
for curve evolution and image segmentation.
We start by taking into account a general region-based
functional Ψ which can be expressed by
Ψ(χS) =
∫
Ω
φ(x)χS(x)dx,
where φ : Ω → R is a scalar-valued function that is indepen-
dent to the shape S. Then the gradient ξS of the functional
Ψ at χS can be formulated by
ξS = φ. (97)
In the following, we make use of Eq. (97) to derive the
gradients of three types of widely used region-based active
contour energy functionals.
A.1 Piecewise Constant Reduction Version of the Full
Mumford-Shah Model
Chan and Vese (2001) proposed a piecewise constant active
contours model for two-phase image segmentation applica-
tion, providing that the image gray levels inside and out-
side the target can be approximated by two shape-dependent
scalar values. Denoting by I : Ω → R a gray level image,
the region-based homogeneity measure of the Chan-Vese
active contour model can be formulated by
Ψ(χS ,min,mout)
=
∫
Ω
(|I −mout(χS)|2(1− χS) + |I −min(χS)|2χS)dx,
where the scalar values min, mout are the mean gray levels
respectively inside and outside the shape ℘
min(χS) =
∫
Ω
I(x)χS(x)dx∫
Ω
χS(x)dx
,
mout(χS) =
∫
Ω
I(x)(1− χS(x))dx∫
Ω
(1− χS(x))dx .
According to Eq. (97), the shape gradient of the region-
based functional Ψ at χS can be formulated as
ξS(x) = |I(x)−min(χS)|2 − |I(x)−mout(χS)|2,
where min(χS) and mout(χS) are the respective mean in-
tensity values inside and outside S, obtained by minimizing
the functional Ψ(χS) with respect to min and mout.
A.2 Local Cluster Model with Bias Correction
The piecewise constant model may fail to handle some seg-
mentation situations especially when the image gray levels
are blurred by a scalar-valued bias field. In order to address
this issue, Li et al (2011) proposed a local cluster active
contour model in conjunction with the bias field removal.
The region-based homogeneity measure considered by Li
et al (2011) has a form
Ψ(χ℘) =
∫
Ω
χ℘ φin dx+
∫
Ω
(1− χ℘)φout dx,
where φin and φout are two image data fitting functions
dependent of the function χ℘.
Let G be a Gaussian kernel with a suitable variance and
let b be a (scalar-valued) smooth function that represents the
bias field. The data fitting functions φin and φout are given
by
φin(x) =
∫
Ω
G(y − x)∣∣I(x)− b(y)cin∣∣2dy,
φout(x) =
∫
Ω
G(y − x)|I(x)− b(y)cout|2dy,
where cin and cout are two scalar values often relying on χ℘.
The gradient of the region-based functional Ψ of the
local cluster active contour model at χ℘ is given by
ξ℘ =φin − φout
=2(cout − cin)I(b ∗G) + (c2in − c2out)(b2 ∗G).
We refer to (Li et al, 2011) for the computation of the bias
field b as well as the scalar values cin and cout.
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A.3 Bhattacharyya Coefficient between two Probability
Distribution Functions
For a given shape S of boundary CS , the Bhattacharyya co-
efficient (Michailovich et al, 2007) between the probability
distribution functions of colors or gray levels, denoted by
hin and hout, inside and outside the shape S reads
ΨBha(χS) =
∫
Q
√
hin(q, χS) hout(q, χS)dq, (98)
where Q stands for the feature space. Functions hin, hout
can be estimated using a Gaussian kernel G˜σ of variance σ
as follows
hin(q, χS) =
1
Leb(S)
∫
S
G˜σ(q− I(x))dx,
hout(q, χS) =
1
Leb(Ω\S)
∫
Ω\S
G˜σ(q− I(x))dx.
The gradient ξS of the functional ΨBha at χS can be formu-
lated using Eq. (97) as follows
ξS(x) =
1
2
ΨBha(χS)
(
Leb(S)−1 + Leb(Ω\S)−1)
+
1
2
∫
Q
G˜σ(q− I(x))L(q, χS)dq,
where L(q) is defined by
L(q, χS) =
1
Leb(Ω\S)
√
hin(q, χS)
hout(q, χS)
− 1
Leb(S)
√
hout(q, χS)
hin(q, χS)
.
Finally, for numerical consideration, the probability den-
sity functions hin, hout are computed by using the Gaussian
smoothed histograms.
A.4 Pairwise Homogeneity Penalization Terms
The pairwise region-based homogeneity penalization terms
introduced in (Sumengen and Manjunath, 2006; Bertelli et al,
2008; Jung et al, 2012) are different to the point-wise models
such as the Mumford-Shah model and the related variant
models. In foreground and background segmentation sce-
nario, a simplified form for the pairwise homogeneity pe-
nalization terms can be written as
Ψ(χS) = K(χS) + K˜(χS),
where K˜(χS) = K(1− χS).
Based on a feature comparison function ϕ : Ω × Ω →
R+0 , a simple form of the pairwise region-based functional
K can be formulated as follows:
K(χS) =
∫
Ω
(∫
Ω
ϕ(x,y)χS(y)dy
)
χS(x)dx.
Jung et al (2012) introduced a normalized non-local pair-
wise active contour model, where the considered normalized
functional K can be expressed as
K(χS) =
∫
Ω
( ∫
Ω
ϕ(x,y)χS(y)dy∫
Ω
Ga(x− y)χS(y)dy
)
χS(x)dx
=
∫
Ω
(
Hϕx(χS)
HGx (χS)
)
χS(x)dx,
where Ga is a Gaussian kernel of variance a. The gradient
K′S of the functional K at χS can be formulated as follows
K′S(x) =
Hϕx(χS)
HGx (χS)
+
∫
Ω
(
ϕ(z,x)HGz (χS)−Ga(z− x)Hϕz (χS)
HGz (χS)
2
)
χS(z)dz.
In (Jung et al, 2012), the comparison function ϕ is con-
structed using the Gaussian kernel Ga and a patch-based
distance function ϕ˜ as follows
ϕ(x,y) = Ga(x− y)ϕ˜(Px, Py),
where Px is an image patch centred at x ∈ Ω which can be
defined by
Px(u) = I(x+ u), ∀u ∈ R2.
Several patch-based distance functions ϕ˜(Px, Py) were in-
troduced by Jung et al (2012) by means of either the weighted
L2 distance, the one-dimensional Wasserstein distance or
the sliced Wasserstein distance between two patches Px and
Py respectively centred at two points x and y.
In this appendix, we take the weightedL2 distance-based
comparison function ϕ˜L2 as an example
ϕ˜L2(Px, Py) =
∫
R2
Ga˜(u)‖Px(u)− Py(u)‖2du, (99)
where the Gaussian kernelGa˜ (of variance a˜) is used to con-
trol the importance of the center points x and y respectively
in the patches Px and Py.
Appendix B Eikonal Solver: the Finsler Variant of the
Fast Marching Method
The fast marching method originated in (Sethian, 1999; Tsit-
siklis, 1995) is an efficient single-pass algorithm for solv-
ing the Eikonal partial differential equation associated to an
isotropic Riemannian metric. It invokes a front propagation
scheme for geodesic distance estimation on a grid Z2. The
geodesic distance fronts will pass through each grid point in
conjunction with a labelling procedure. Mirebeau (2014b)
extends this isotropic method to the more general Finsler
case, which is adopted in this paper to solve the Randers
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Algorithm 2: Fast Marching Method
Input : A Finsler metric F and a source point a.
Output: Geodesic Distance Map Da.
Initialization: Set Da(a) = 0.
Tag each grid point x as Trial.
1 while stopping criterion not satisfied do
2 Find a Trial point xmin with minimal distance Da.
3 Tag xmin as Accepted.
4 for each Trial point z such that xmin ∈ S(z) do
5 Find Dtem(z) by solving the Hopf-Lax
operator (100).
6 Set Da(z)← min{Da(z),Dtem(z)}.
variant of the Eikonal PDE. The fast marching scheme di-
vides the whole grid points into two classes, either Trial
or Accepted. In the initial stage, all of the grid points are
assigned a label of Trial. During the geodesic distance front
propagation, a grid point tagged as Trial with the smallest
geodesic distance value (among all the Trial points stored in
a heap structure) will be tagged as Accepted and the distance
at this latest Accepted will not be updated again.
Let us denote by Da : Ω ∩ Z2 → R+0 the geodesic
distance map, where a is a source point. A crucial ingredient
for the Finsler fast marching method is solving the Hopf-
Lax operator to update the geodesic distanceDa(x) for each
non-accepted point x using a stencil S(x):
Da(x) = min
y∈∂S(x)
{Da(y) + F(x,x− y)}. (100)
In Algorithm 2, we present the fast marching front propa-
gation scheme for evaluating the geodesic distance map Da
with respect to a Finsler metric F .
In our paper we use a tubular neighbourhood region U to
constrain the fast marching front propagation. In this case,
the neighbourhood points of the latest Accepted point should
be located inside U .
Appendix C The Solution to the PDE-Constrained
Minimization Problem (43)
Proposition 3 Let 1 ≤ p < 2 and q ≥ 2 with p−1 + q−1 =
1. Let U ⊂ Ω be an open bounded domain, and let ω ∈
L2(R2,R2) be a vector field which solves:
minimize
∫
R2
1
2
‖ω‖2dx, s.t. divω = ξ χU on R2, (101)
where ξ ∈ Lq(Ω) is a scalar-valued function. The solution
to the PDE-constrained minimization problem (101) is ω =
∇ς , where ς solves the following Poisson equation on R2
div(∇ς) = ξ χU .
Proof Assume that the solution to (101) is
ω∗ := ∇ς + ϑ, (102)
where ϑ : R2 → R2 is a divergence-free vector field, i.e
div ϑ ≡ 0 over R2. With these definitions in hands, one has∫
R2
‖ω∗‖2dx (103)
=
∫
R2
‖∇ς + ϑ‖2dx
=
∫
R2
(‖∇ς‖2 + 2〈∇ς, ϑ〉+ ‖ϑ‖2)dx. (104)
We reformulate the second term in Eq. (104) as follows:∫
R2
〈∇ς, ϑ〉dx
=
∫
R2
div(ςϑ)dx−
∫
R2
ς div ϑdx
=
∫
R2
div(ς ϑ)dx, (105)
where the equation (105) is obtained by following the equa-
tion div ϑ ≡ 0. The existence of the integration (103) im-
plies that
lim
‖x‖→∞
ϑ(x) = 0, and lim
‖x‖→∞
ς(x)ϑ(x) = 0.
Applying the divergence theorem to Eq. (105) yields ϑ ≡ 0,
which concludes the proof. uunionsq
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